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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The veteran is a civilian who has one experience in
his past in common with every other veteran: the experi-
ence of having been in service during the war. What this
experience has been and what it has meant, will vary for
each individual. The veteran is a civilian on the date of
his separation from his service to the Armed Forces. He
has returned to his home and to his community. He is en-
deavoring to maintain his own independent life apart from
service. For some, this has been accomplished easily; for
others, many problems have arisen. While he was in the
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps the Home Service Department of
the American National Red Cross offered their facilities
to him and to his family. These same services are avail-
able to him as a veteran. Interest in serving these veter-
ans most adequately and most effectively has led to this
study of their problems and their needs, and to the evalu-
ation of the services extended by Home Service to meet
these needs. An understanding of the basic, underlying
problems of the veteran is essential in order to evaluate
these services which are now being given to the veteran in

his civilian life.
It is, therefore, the purpose of this study, first,
to examine the veteran's problems. What is the type of
problem which the veteran is facing today? What is the
actual nature of his problems? Are they essentially problems
of employment, Industry, and economics; or are they problems
of health and personality adjustment? In what way are their
problems similar to, and in what way do they differ from,
the problems of civilians who are being assisted by community
social agencies? Secondly, it is the purpose of this study
to examine the veteran's needs. Are his needs financial
ones? Does he need employment, medical, or psychiatric
care; or, does he need assistance with his personal adjust-
ments to his family, friends, and community? Third, it is
the purpose of this study to examine the veteran's attitudes.
Is he able to see his problem? Is he able to accept it?
How is he attempting to meet and handle his problems? And
fourth, it is the purpose of the study to examine the veter-
an's strengths and weaknesses. Does he have qualities that
enable him to meet his problems and satisfy his needs; or
does he have qualities that prevent or hinder him from meet-
ing these problems and thus satisfying his needs?
After considering the real nature of these problems
and needs and after considering the veteran's attitudes and
abilities, it is further the purpose of this study to examine

to what extent and in what way the American National Red
Cross is meeting the real needs of the veteran. This will
be done by examining the policies and functions of the H0rae
Service Department, the services rendered by this agency to
the veteran, and the philosophy and approach to the veteran
and his problem.
Scope of the Study
This study was undertaken in the Home Service Depart-
ment of the Camden County Chapter of the American National
Red Cross, located in Camden, New Jersey. Forty-five cases
have been used as a basis for the study. These were se-
lected from 2&& cases, the total number of cases assigned
to the writer making this study from July 19*4-6 to March
19^7. Only applications of veterans, either of World War
1 or World War 11, were selected. Those cases assigned to
the writer which consisted of applications made by service-
men or their families, by civilians, or by certain veter-
ans were eliminated as inapplicable to this study. The ap-
plications made by veterans which were eliminated consisted
of those cases where the service requested was brief or of
a superficial nature and where the service given afforded
no opportunity for study of the veteran's total situation.
For example, cases in which the entire action and sole
service consisted in the delivery of messages, in the com-
pletion of forms, in the gathering of affadavits for a

veteran living in another community, in furnishing brief
information requested by a veteran or an agency, of refer-
rals from various sources where the veteran did not respond,
and in rendering many other incidental services, were e-
liminated. Although the service rendered in these cases
was of assistance and value to the individual, it does not
afford the material for the study of the problems and needs
of the veteran which it is the purpose of this study to in-
vestigate.
The cases from which those selected were drawn were
not assigned on the basis of the kind of problem or request
made, nor on the type of service indicated. The cases as-
signed consisted of those referred to the agency by letter
and those referred from intake, where a home visit was in-
dicated. No selection was made according to the date of
discharge from service, the length of time since discharge,
the kind of requests made to the agency, the nature of the
services rendered, or the length of time the case was active
The forty-five cases used as the basis of this study include
therefore, all of the remaining cases which were not elimi-
nated for the various reasons explained above.
The time during which these cases were selected con-
sists of a period of eight months, covering the time from
the writer's first employment with the agency in July, 19^6
to the date of writing, March, 19M7. Although this period

occurs from a year to a year and a half after the close of
the war it varies greatly as to the time since discharge
from service of the forty-five veterans studied. The ma-
terial needed for this study was gathered during the regu-
lar Interviews with the veteran and his family.
The study was carried on in the Home Service Depart-
ment of the American National Red Gross, Camden County
Chapter, Camden, N ew Jersey. This Chapter has jurisdiction
over the entire area of Camden County. The population of
this county is approximately 256,000. The County has one
large city, Camden, with many outlying, suburban towns and
villages. The rural areas are fairly well populated. The
city of Camden has a population of about 113,000*
Camden County is a highly industrialized area. During
the last depression, this had a serious effect upon all of
the population since so many depended upon employment in
the factories, especially in the large plants of the Radio
Corporation of America and in the Campbell Soup Company.
Moreover, this county is located adjacent to the city of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, directly across the D Plaware
River. This has undoubtedly had its effect upon the slow
progress of the community in many social and civic affairs.
The community has been slow in its development of sufficient
social agencies, in its improvement of those facilities
which are now in existence, and in a good coordination of

the services rendered by the various agencies. Camden
County does not have a non-sectarian family service agency.
The Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Camden operates a
family welfare division, but this is only a service organi-
zation and is primarily for families of its own religious
faith. A survey, made by the Child Welfare League of
America in August, 19^6, of the child welfare needs and re-
sources in Camden County, in pointing out many of the gaps
in adequate coverage of the welfare needs of this community,
made twenty-two recommendations toward the improvement of
the services rendered and stressed the need for better co-
ordination and lack of duplication."^
The following agencies are lacking in Camden County:
a private, non-sectarian family agency, a children's aid
society, a visiting nurse agency, housekeeping services, a
mental hygiene clinic, a child guidance clinic, a subsidi-
zed foster home program, a child welfare worker under the
Federal Social Security program, an active Council of
Social Agencies, and an adequate public welfare program.
There is a lack of community consciousness and understand-
ing of the role of public welfare as the primary responsible
1. The Child Welfare League of America, Inc. , C-eneral
Report of Survey of Child Welfare Needs and Resources in
Camden County
, New Jersey. New York: August, 19*1-6, pp. 56-60.
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agent for the needy in the community. Private agency funds
are used, often, to meet these needs rather than to supple-
ment for special needs and services.
It is not the purpose of the American National Red
Cross to duplicate through their Home Service Department
any of the services already existing in the community. It
is the intent of the agency's national policy that the
local Chapter consider all of the existing programs of ser-
vice to the veteran and to encourage the development of com-
munity resources to meet the welfare needs of that locality.
For an understanding of the agency where this study was
made a brief description of the organization, history, poli-
cies, and functions of Home Service is given. The American
National Red Cross is a corporation created by an Act of
the Congress of the United States in 1905. The agency grew
out of the volunteer organizations which operated during
the Civil War to help the sick and v/ounded. The work of
Clara Barton is well-known. Her assistance to the wounded
and the impetus she gave to the organization of the Red
Cross is history.
The American National Red Cross, as it now exists,
is controlled and administered according to the provisions
of the congressional charter and in cooperative action with
the regulations and authority of the Army and Navy. Its
funds are obtained entirely from voluntary contributions.

No public tax funds are used. The provisions under the
charter Impose certain responsibilities and duties to be
carried out by the American National Red Cross for the pur-
pose of serving the serviceman and his family.
The American National Red Cross is organized on a
national and local level in order to carry out these re-
sponsibilities and functions. The national organization
defines the policies and functions according to the charter
provisions. The local unit, which is the local Red Cross
Chapter, has the responsibility of carrying out the functions
and providing the services according to the national poli-
cies, but adjusted to meet the specific local needs of the
community. There are eleven kinds of chapter activities,
one of which is Home Service. Home Service is concerned
with personal and family service for servicemen and women,
ex-servicemen and women, and their families. Its primary
responsibility is to assist them in meeting those needs
which arise out of service.
The American National Red Cross continues its program
of service to the serviceman and makes it available to the
veteran during his transition from military to civilian life.
At the same time, it recognizes that the needs of veterans
are the responsibility of the entire community and that the
best interests of the veteran and the community are served
when the veteran, as soon as possible, assumes fully his

status as a civilian. Home Service carries out its responsi-
bility to the veteran group through its various functions
and services. These include consultation and guidance
service in personal and family problems, a service which is
also an integral part of all other functions. Other services
include provision for financial assistance, referral service,
assistance in presentation and processing of claims for
government benefits, information service concerning govern-
ment regulations, legislature, and community resources, and
reporting service. It is the objective of Home Service to
make help available to all veterans with any problem with
which they cannot cope themselves.
Under the charter and under the Army and Navy regu-
lations, it is mandatory that these services be made avail-
able by the Home Service Department to all veterans, during
their adjustment period, who are in need of these services
and where there are no local community resources available
to meet their needs. Eligibility for financial assistance
has been specifically defined, however, under the national
policy and charter. It is mandatory for all chapters to
provide financial assistance for basic maintenance, on the
basis of need, to the disabled veteran and his dependents
and to dependents of the deceased ex-serviceman during the
temporary period when the first application or claim for
government benefit is pending, or when payments due are
delayed or interrupted. Bej'ond this, it is permissible to

provide financial assistance for basic maintenance, on the
basis of need, to any veteran during the period required to
provide opportunity for making the adjustment from military
to civilian life. This applies to veterans v/ith service-
connected disabilities, to the disabled veteran whose dis-
ability is not connected with service, to the able-bodied
veteran, and to their dependents. The extent of financial
assistance rendered during the adjustment period beyond the
mandatory provisions depends upon the funds available in
the local chapter and upon the existing community services
available to render this service.
It is not the purpose of the American National Red
Cross to duplicate existing community resources, but rather
to encourage the development of needed services by the com-
munity. In providing financial assistance neither residence
citizenship, nor settlement is a prerequisite.
In the Camden County Chapter, because of the in-
adequacies and lack of community resources, particularly the
lack of an adequate public assistance program and the lack
of family service agencies, financial assistance has been
extended to many veterans and their dependents not eligible
under the mandatory provisions of the charter as defined by
national policy. Financial assistance has been extended ac-
cording to the funds available in this chapter.

Limitations of the Study-
Limitations in the scope and purpose.
In examining the veteran's problem, it is not the pur-
pose of this study to investigate all of the casual factors
contributing to the development of the veteran's problem,
nor all of the elements and factors contributing to the
present degree of personal adjustment obtained by the veter-
an. It is the purpose, rather, to study the kind of problems
existing for the veteran today, with consideration of some
of the general factors bearing upon and contributing to these
problems.
In studying the services rendered by the agency, it
is not the purpose either to examine all of the elements
that constitute consultation and guidance service, or to
examine all of the principles involved in the case work proc-
ess and approach in the rendering of the various services.
Such a study of the problems and services would require an
Independent research into these factors and is beyond the
province of this study.
This study of the problems and needs of these forty-
five veterans cannot be considered indicative of the problems
and needs of all veterans. Many veterans do not come to the
attention of a social agency for assistance. They make their
adjustment Independently or with the assistance of friends
and relatives. It is not the purpose to compare the problems
of those veterans who have been able to make their own ad-

justraent outside of the social agency with those who have
required this help to varying extents. The cases studied
are selected only from that group of veterans whose needs
are such that the assistance of a social agency is sought.
This study of the needs of these forty-five veterans
can be considered representative of the needs of all veter-
ans whose problems are handicapping enough and whose adjust-
ments are difficult enough to bring them to the social agen-
cy. H0wever, because of the small number of cases studied
no conclusive statements can be made, based on the data ob-
tained.
No attempt was made in the selection of cases for the
study to consider the total intake of applications for ser-
vice made by veterans to the agency during the period from
July, 19^6 to March, 19^7. Those cases were eliminated
which were assigned to the writer during this period where
the service rendered was brief and superficial. This study,
therefore, cannot be considered as an examination of the ex-
tent to which all services offered through Home Service are
used. The cases are all inclusive only as to the nature of
the veteran's problems and needs and as to the particular
kind of service given in meeting these needs.
The social problems of the veterans under study will
be most representative of the problems and needs of other
veterans living in industrial areas where the influence of

the present industrial situation bears directly upon the
barriers which hinder the returning serviceman in his ab-
sorption into the community. The generally slow and unpro-
gressive nature of this community, with its lack of commu-
nity facilities and with its lack of social and recreational
opportunities, which are available to veterans in many other
communities, can be seen as a handicap in the early adjust-
ment of these veterans under study.
Limitations of the agency
In extending services to meet the needs of veterans
the Home Service Department is limited by the provisions of
the charter, by the regulations of the Army and Navy, by the
funds available for the provision of all necessary services,
and by the inadequacies of the size of the staff handling
overwhelming applications for service. Primary responsibil-
ity is to the serviceman and his family and to certain dis-
abled veterans. It is conceivable that many other veterans
may be found in need of services who are ineligible because
of these limitations of primary responsibilities and with the
limitations of available funds. The purpose of the agency
in assisting the veteran toward an early absorption into the
community and toward the utilization of community facilities
in his adjustments necessitates the functioning of this agen-
cy mainly as a referral agency, not set-up or intended to
serve the continued needs of veterans. Where there are no

existing community facilities to meet these needs, it is
necessary for many of the veteran's needs to continue to he
unmet. Financial assistance is given on an emergency "basis
for a short period of time, meeting only the most necessary
and emergent basic maintenance needs. As a result, many of
the financial needs are not met.
Limitations of the material
The material used in this study was gathered during
the regular interviews with the veteran or with a member of
his family. The purpose was not for research. This has
limited the gathering of full and complete data available
for this study. The time available to the writer for ob-
taining the necessary data was limited by the primary pur-
pose of the interviews. Another factor limiting the search
into the pre-war and service adjustments and experiences of
these veterans was the unavailability, in many cases, of
Army and Naval service records. The records available from
the Veteran's Administration, with the use of diagnoses of
physicians and psychiatrists for mental and medical classi-
fications, have been useful toward obtaining a more object-
ive classification and evaluation of the material.
The subjectivity of the client in giving and inter-
preting information, the subjectivity of the writer in mak-
ing judgments and evaluations, and the nature of much of the
material under consideration, in relation to personal reac-
tions and adjustments, limits the degree of objectivity and

exactness of the material and the findings presented.
Importance of the Study-
Concern for the veteran has been of national inter-
est. The difficulties and hardships of the veteran have
been discussed by everyone. People have anticipated a va-
riety of reactions and have planned innumerable ways of deal-
ing with the serviceman when he returns home. The country,
generally, has focused its attention on giving service to
the veteran. Special rights and privileges have been extend-
ed to him to help in gaining employment. Benefits, compen-
sations, and pensions have been made available. The intent-
ions of many civilians have been good. They have continued
their first desire to help. V/ith others, the intentions were
either superficial or personal. Their first hysterical in-
terests have subsided. With competition in industry becom-
ing more acute, with each person's own individual problems,
as ever, coming to the fore, and with the personal and social
maladjustments of many veterans continuing well beyond the
short, transitory period envisioned by many, there is a need
to evaluate the helpfulness and adequacy of the services
which have been extended to the veteran from so many sources.
There is a need to consider what the attitudes of these veter-
ans now are toward their jobs, toward their disabilities, and
toward themselves.
The veteran group comprises a significantly large part

of the country's total population. Approximately fifteen
per cent of the population has served in the Armed Forces
during the war. Demobilization of such a large number of
men and women, with the return of most of them to their com-
munities, has focused attention on the problems which have
arisen, and which will continue to arise, in the adjustment,
not only of these veterans to their communities, but of the
communities to these returning servicemen.
Approximately fifteen per cent of the population are
now veterans. This is a large group for communities to as-
similate. Maladjustment of such a large percentage of the
population, as a group, would affect the well-being and ad-
justment of the whole country. It has always been true that
social and economic well-being of communities depends upon
the adjustment and contentment of each individual in these
communities. Mr. Charles Bolte, in his book, "The New
Veteran, " points this out in saying that there are two basic
desires of every returning serviceman: aid to reach the sta-
tus he would have held if he had not gone to v/ar, and some-
thing concrete to assure him that he will cash in the divi-
dends of victory. These desires will not be realized if
there is a permanent split between veterans and civilians.
The veteran cannot be fenced off in one field. A member of
his family laid off a job creates a new problem for the vet-
eran. They are still human beings. One half of the commu-

p
nity cannot be adjusted and the other half not adjusted.
With realization of the importance of a contented and
satisfied veteran group, both for the Individual and for the
social good, more than one hundred different organizations,
both public and private, have extended services to veterans
to assist them in making their adjustments. Identification
of veterans as a special population class on artificial
grounds, however, can give rise to inefficiency through ri-
valry for benefits, through duplication of administrative
functions, and through the overlapping of services by the
numerous agencies anxious to serve this special group.
The Retraining and Reemployment Administration has
been created by the President for the purpose of planning
and coordinating the activities of governmental organiza-
tions. On the part of non-governmental agencies there is
need for planning and coordination to avoid competition a-
mong the organizations, and confusion and bewilderment for
the veteran. Some of the agencies which have set up defin-
ite services to assist with the veteran's problems are fami-
ly service agencies, catholic agencies, the American Nation-
al Red Cross, the United States Employment Service, with its
Service Representative, Travelor's Aid, and the Young Lien's
and Young Women's Christian Associations. There is a re-
gretable tendency on the part of some agencies which are not
2. Charles C-. Bolte, The New Veteran
, p. lkM-

set up to serve the veteran adequately, or whose programs
provide only a minor service to him, to overplay that serv-
ice in their publicity as a means of getting public atten-
tion.
The first task of the community is to Inventory these
services and to effect a coordination among them that will
guarantee the availability of help without the inefficien-
cies of duplication, delay, needless referrals, and unskilled
application of knowledge. Experts are needed in family ad-
justment, mental hygiene, psychiatric service, psychologi-
cal examinations, counseling. The adjustment of the veter-
an, as of any individual, lies in all fields: economic,
social, educational, vocational, and recreational.
Major David Wright, in speaking of his conception of
the problems of the returning servicemen and of the relation-
ships of the factors that go toward solving them, stated that
it is difficult to determine from public utterances and writ-
ings just what these problems are, or their magnitude, or in
v/hose province they lie. It is, in fact, difficult to con-
clude to what extent these problems are medical, to what ex-
tent psychiatric, and to what extent social and educational.
Granting the fact that all psychiatric problems are at the
same time social and educational ones, some differentiating
lines must be drawn when it comes to the practical matter
of deciding what agencies and what men properly can assume
responsibility in aiding in the solution of the problem.

Many agencies, governmental and civilian, have made plans
and offered services related to particular aspects of the
situation: educational institutions, medical agencies, trade
unions, industries, religious establishments, veteran's or-
ganizations, and so on.^
At discharge the serviceman is faced with new emo-
tional demands at home and in the community. He has lost
the support of the group. There is a strong feeling for
group coherence which must be fused strongly with the com-
munity or anxieties, aggressions, and depressive feelings
will become extreme. He fears the attitudes of civilians.
He has no specific civilian plans for himself; but he needs
action to relieve his tensions and he needs useful, pur-
poseful work of importance. He needs instruction in the
nature of his emotions to understand them and so control his
reactions. He needs circumstances, surroundings, and op-
portunities for healthy, interpersonal relations. The solu-
tion lies with the veteran, himself; and this requires time.
The community must provide the jobs, the group activities,
the opportunities for education and training, and the re-
sources for medical care needed. This must be provided, not
out of altruism, nor as a reward or debt to the veteran, but
as a good investment for the community as a whole.
3. David G-. Wright, "The V eteran Gomes Home, " The
Compass
, 26:7, June, 19^5.

Dr. G-eorge Stevenson, Medical Director of the Nation-
al Committee for Mental Hygiene, states that the needs of
the veteran will most frequently be nothing more than a
friendly, loving, receptive public, ready to give the veter-
an the opportunity of resuming civilian life.^' Dr. G-eorge
Pratt has stated that the veterans need retooling for ef-
fective civilian living just as they were previously re-
tooled for effective military living. It is not a matter
of rewarding him for work well done in service. Many gra-
tuities may be thrown at the veteran, such as the G- I Bill
of Rights, which will be very much of a bill of reward,
rather than an opportunity for retooling for civilian liv-
ing. It may be an incentive to dependence, rather than an
incentive to action, for many veterans.
5
Focus on veterans and their problems as a special
group, with special problems, handicaps their assimilation
into the communities s.s civilians. Many veterans are veter-
ans months and years after their discharge and return to the
community. It has been said that there are three kinds of
veterans: the disabled, the normal, pnd the professional
veteran. A continuation of focus on the veteran group as a
veteran group only fosters the production of more and more
G-eorge Stevenson, Forward in George K. Pratt,
Soldier to Civilian
.
5. ibid. p. 10
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professional veterans. They capitalize on this and use it
as a way of managing. Others are not professional veterans;
but, with the attention on him as a veteran, his adjustment
is considered to be an adjustment from military to civilian
life only, instead of being considered as part of the con-
tinual process of his individual adjustment to his whole
life situation. Many of the veterans did not ever make the
adjustment from civilian to military life. Their inability
to adjust from military to civilian life is often misnamed,
and is, basically, a continuation of maladjustments.
Anyone offering services to the veteran must under-
stand his problems, his needs, his attitudes, and his total
situation. Services must be offered in relation to the
situation which he is now in, rather than in relation to
what he has gone through. He must be considered as an in-
dividual, having his own personal tempo in making his ad-
justments to change. It is essential that he is understood
before it is possible to render any aid to him in the solu-
tion of his problems. It is also essential that any agency
offering service know with what aspect of the veteran's
problem they are equipped to assist. They must know whether
or not they can do this more effectively and more adequately
than can be done by any other agency, or by any other means.
The Home Service Department of the American National
Red Gross has long been aware of, and interested in, the
needs which the serviceman will have upon his return to

civilian life. Its policies and program for serving veter-
ans were defined in 19*1-3 • Services were made available to
veterans during their transitional period from military to
civilian life. At the same time, Home Service recognized
that the needs of veterans are the responsibility of the
entire community and that the best interests of veterans and
the community are served when the veteran, as soon as pos-
sible, assumes fully the status of a civilian. The trans-
itory period, however, was difficult to define. The adjust-
ment back to civilian life was, in many cases, never made.
It was difficult to define whether he was a civilian, still
unadjusted, or whether he was a veteran, still making the
necessary adjustment to the change from military to civilian
living.
It has been necessary for the Home Service Department
to continually re-evaluate and re-define their policies and
their program in extending service to veterans. The American
Red Gross is service-connected by its very nature. Services
extended by this agency may help to continue the focus on
the returning servicemen as veterans, rather than as civilians.
The question arises as to whether aid to veterans in their
transitory adjustment period would not be better undertaken
by civilian agencies who have been set up to meet the needs
of civilians in all fields.

CHAPTER II
IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE VETERANS
In order to identify the problems and situations of
these veterans, a statistical examination of the group as
a whole is made to determine what age groups are included
here, what the marital status of these veterans is, what the
employment history has been, how long they have been back in
civilian life, and, in general, the description of these
veterans under study.
The applications of these forty-five cases have come
from a variety of sources: sixteen were referred from other
Red Cross agencies, including the American National Red Cross
representative in Army, Navy, and Veteran's hospitals, in
Army and Navy separation centers, in the Veteran's Administra-
tion Regional Offices, and in the American National Red Cross
Chapters; ten of the applications were made by the veteran
directly to the agency; seven were referred from the Veter-
an's Service Center; six were applications made by relatives
of the veteran; three were referred from the Veteran's Ad-
ministration, and three were referred by friends and other
individuals in the community. There were no referrals from
any private or public community social agencies.
From the forty-five cases studied, the initial contact
with the agency was made by the veteran in twenty-seven
cases, by his wife or other member of his family in sixteen

cases, and by the veteran and his wife together in two cases.
In twenty-two of the cases the veteran and his family were
known to the American National Red Cross during the time the
veteran was in service.
From the forty-five veterans under study, forty-four
are male and one is female. The term veteran will refer to
both men and women in this study.
The ages of these veterans range from one, nineteen
years of age, to one, fifty-five years of age. Eighteen
were between the ages of twenty to twenty-five and fourteen
were between the ages of twenty-five and thirty. Thirty-
three of the veterans studied were under the age of thirty.
Of the remaining twelve, who were over thirty, seven were
veterans of World War I and five were veterans of World War
II.
Twenty-seven of these veterans were married; three
were divorced, and fifteen were single. The examination of
those twenty-seven veterans who were married reveals that
seven were separated and not living with their wives; that
seven were separated temporarily due to hospitalization of
the veteran; that two were separated temporarily due to
marital discord; that two were separated from their children,
and that nine were living with their wives and families
without any disruption of their household. Of the seven who
were separated and not living with their wives, five were

living with relatives and two were rooming alone. Of the
fifteen who were single, eight were living with relatives;
six were rooming a.way from home, and one was hospitalized. ,
Of the thirty veterans who were married, separated,
or divorced, ten had no children; five had one child; seven
had two children; five had three children, and only three
had more than three children.
Fourteen of the thirty veterans, who were married,
separated, or divorced, had married while they were in serv-
ice; eight had married before entering service; three married
after their discharge, and five were veterans of World War I
and had been married for many years. Of the fourteen who
had married during service, three were divorced; four were
separated; three were having difficulties in their marital
relations or in their family relationships over the marriage,
and four had established their homes with their wives and
were showing no marital problems.
Eight veterans had married before service. Two of
these were divorced; three were having difficulties in their
marital relationship and in their family relationships over
the marriage, and three were showing no marital problem.
Only three of the veterans had married after their
discharge. One of these was divorced; one was having dif-
ficulty in his marital and family relationships, and one was
showing no marital problem.
J
Five of the veterans under study who were married were
veterans of World War I. There was marital difficulty in
only one of these cases.
Out of the total of thirty veterans who were married
only eleven, or one-third of the cases, showed no marital
problem existed. In considering those fourteen veterans who
were married during service, only four were found to have no
difficulties in their marital relationships. In studying
such a small number of cases, and without a large unselected
sample from all veterans who were married during service,
these figures cannot be considered indicative of all service
marriages. They may indicate that a large number of veterans,
coming to the social agency with their problems, have dif-
ficulties in their marital and family relationships, whether
or not this is the problem for which they are requesting
help. They show, specifically, that the veterans who are
being studied here have, in a large number of cases, some
marital problems.
Study of the time spent in service by these forty-
five veterans revealed that the average length of time in
service was between two and three years. The time in serv-
ice ranged widely from two veterans in service over four
years to three veterans in service less than one year.
Fifteen veterans, however, had been in service from three
to four years.

Of the forty-five veterans under consideration,
twenty-three had been discharged for medical reasons, six-
teen were discharged on the basis of service points; four
were discharged for the convenience of the government; one
was discharged for dependency, and one was unknown.
Of the twenty-three servicemen discharged for medical
reasons, fourteen had been diagnosed psychoneurotic, psy-
chotic, or as having some disorder of the personality; seven
had a diagnosis of physical disability, and two were diag-
nosed as having both psychiatric and physical disabilities.
Of the seventeen servicemen discharged with service
points or for dependency, ten have developed disabilities.
Five of these veterans have developed physical disabilities
and five have developed psychiatric disabilities. None of
the claims for disability compensation made by these ten
veterans have been adjudicated as service-connected.
Of the four veterans discharged for the convenience
of the government, all were found to have personality dis-
orders a.nd inadequacies of long-standing. Only eight of
the forty-five veterans under study showed no physical or
psychiatric disability.
The study of the time intervening between the date of
discharge and the date of the veteran's first application
to the agency for service necessitates grouping the applica-
tions into two categories: World War I and World War II veter-
ans. The time ranges from four years, seven months, for
i
World War II veterans, to application at the date of dis-
charge. Twenty- two applied within the first year; seven
within two years; seven within three years; two within four
years, and seven applied over four years following their
discharge from service. Of those seven who applied after
being discharged over four years, six were veterans of
World War I.
The figures just given concern the veteran's first
application after discharge. At the time this study was
made, however, the current request for service was not the
first application which many of these veterans had made.
Thirteen ov these cases were previously active with the
Camden County Chapter. The balance, or thirty-two cases,
were active for the first time after discharge.
With further examination of the twenty-two veterans
who applied to the agency within one year after their dis-
charge, it was found that fifteen applied during the first
six months. Of these fifteen, twelve applied during the
first month after discharge.
The study of the time during which these forty-five
cases were active with the agency was difficult, in several
cases, to determine. Only the time when the cases were ac-
tive during the period between July, 19*4-6 and March, 19^7
is under consideration here. Of the forty-five cases, thir-
ty-four were steadily active for varying periods of time.
With the remaining eleven cases, contacts were short and ir-

regular, with little continuity. These ranged from two
months to six months of unrelated applications and irregu-
lar contacts. In the thirty-four cases which were steadily
active, the time the cases were active ranged from less than
one month to six months. Seventeen were active for less
than one month. Fourteen were active for periods between
one and four months. Three cases were active over four
months, of which one case was active for six months.
In classifying the occupations and employment of
these veterans only general classifications can be given.
At the time of application, only five were employed regu-
larly; twelve were attending school or training on the job
under the G- I Bill of Rights or under the Vocational Re-
habilitation Program; and twenty- eight were unemployed, de-
pending upon various benefits due them or upon occasional
wages from odd jobs or self- employment.
In examining the employment history of these veter-
ans, classification was made into eight different catego-
ries: four veterans had never worked, either before or af-
ter service; six had not worked before entering service and
since their discharge have had only short, irregular employ-
ment in unskilled work; four had had only irregular, un-
skilled employment before induction and have not worked at
all since discharge; sixteen had had only irregular, un-
skilled employment both before and after service; four vet-
erans had been employed in semi-skilled work before service

but have had only irregular, unskilled employment since dis-
charge; five had worked regularly in semi-skilled jobs be-
fore service and have returned to some regular, steady em-
ployment since their discharge; four had skilled employment
both before and after their period of service; one veteran,
who had been employed steadily in semi-skilled work before
service, went immediately into training upon discharge, and
one veteran's employment history is unknown.
Upon examining those twenty-eight veterans who were
unemployed and who were depending upon various benefits due
them or upon occasional wages from odd Jobs or self- employ-
ment at the time of their application to the agency, it was
found that seven were in hospitals or in some institution.
Eleven were diagnosed psychoneurotic, psychotic, or as hav-
ing some severe disorder of the personality. Four were
cases of chronic unemployment over a period of years, with
personality inadequacies and physical disabilities. Two
veterans were unemployed as a result of physical disabili-
ties due to injuries from accidents since discharge. Two
veterans were unemployed as a result of employment situ-
ations, strikes and lack of materials. One veteran had just
been discharged from service and one man was able-bodied but
untrained and unskilled.
In examining the initial requests made to the agency
by the veteran, by a member of his family, or by referral
from some other source, it was found that fifty-six requests

for service were received from the group of forty-five cases
studied. Twenty-nine requests were financial, either for
"basic maintenance or for special needs. Eleven requests
were for assistance in connection with claims and benefits.
Six requests were for assistance in obtaining medical or
psychiatric care or for information and reports in connection
with this. Four requested assistance with marital and fami-
ly relationship problems. Three requests were for assist-
ance in locating housing facilities and three requests were
for help in locating relatives.
Subsequent requests have also been examined. There
were thirteen new requests for financial assistance, eight
for assistance with problems of family relationships, five
for assistance with medical and psychiatric care, and two
for assistance with claims and benefits.
From the total of forty-five cases under study, there
were thirty-two in which financial assistance was reouested.
Of these thirty-two cases, twenty-six were given some finan-
cial help and in six cases financial assistance was denied.
There were eight cases where no financial requests were made
but where there was financial insecurity or financial need.
In summary, in the study it was found that these
veterans came to the agency mainly as a result of referral
from other sources, although twenty-two per cent applied
directly for service without referral. In the majority of
cases the veteran himself made the initial contact. Half of

the veterans making the initial contact did so during the
first year after discharge, particularly during the first
few months. But many others did not apply until several
years after discharge. In one case the initial contact was
made over four years after discharge. The majority of the
veterans came to the agency to request financial assistance,
although thirteen per cent requested assistance with medical
care and about ten per cent requested assistance with family
and marital problems. Although there was an increase in the
number of requests made for assistance with medical care and
family and marital problems, financial requests were also
seen to be in the majority in subsequent requests made.
In the study it was found that about three-fourths of
the veterans under study fall mainly in the lower age group
under thirty years of age. It was also found that about two-
thirds of the veterans were married, the majority having res-
ponsibilities for children resulting from the marriage. It
was seen, also, that in only one-third of the cases where
the veteran was married there was no marital difficulty or
disruption of the household. About fifty per cent had mar-
ried during service and about twenty-five per cent had mar-
ried prior to enlistment. There were only a very few cases
where the veteran had married after his discharge. There
were a few cases of World War I veterans where the marriage
was one of long-standing.
It was also found that these veterans, on the whole,

were in service and axvay from their home and community be-
tween two and three years, although the time ranged widely
from over four years in service to less than one year for
some. About fifty per cent of these veterans under study
were found to have some disability, either physical or psy-
chiatric, at discharge, while thirty-five per cent were dis-
charged under the provisions of the law for points attained
while in service. Over half of those so discharged devel-
oped some disability since their discharge. Therefore, the
majority of the veterans in this group under study are faced
with some disability.
The veterans, for the most part, were lacking in
training and skill for employment and had histories of little
or no work experience or of only unskilled and irregular em-
ployment. Considering the youthful age of the majority of
the veterans, it is concluded that most of them entered serv-
ice either immediately after leaving school or after a rela-
tively short period of working experience. In addition to
this, the time spent in service, varying up to four and five
years, presents a picture for most of these veterans of very
little opportunity for continuity in either their training
or their work experience. Most of the veterans, at the time
of study, were found to be unemployed and depending upon
various benefits due them or were attending school. Only
five were regularly employed. Those unemployed, for the
most part, were found to have physical or psychiatric dis-
II
abilities which were handicapping, some to the extent of
hospitalization. It was pointed out that only two veterans
were unemployed as a result of employment situations alone.
In general, the study represents a group of young
veterans, many of whom are married with family responsibili-
ties, the majority being unemployed, with employment histo-
ries of little training or experience, complicated by con-
siderably long periods of service and by physical and psy-
chiatric disabilities. Although many applied for assistance
with their problems soon after their discharge, a great many
others made their first application some time after their
discharge from service.

CHAPTER III
PROBLEMS AND NEEDS OF THE VETERANS
Type and Nature of the Problems
All problems are, essentially, difficulties in ad-
justments. It may be an adjustment to some limitation in
the environment, or to some inadequacy of the personality,
which is necessary for a satisfactory solution of the problem.
It may be an adjustment to some particular emotional or phy-
sical disorder which is necessary. Adjustments often have to
be made to other people and to certain situational factors in
life. There is always a continual need to adjust to change,
whatever that change may be. Many people make their own ad-
justments easily, to their own satisfaction and to the satis-
faction of other people. For many others, adjustments are
difficult and frequently an adequate adjustment is never made.
The main problem, whatever it may be, is often never seen, or
is never accepted and faced as the real difficulty. Any sat-
isfactory adjustment necessitates seeing and accepting the
real problem. Some have gained adequate adjustments in some
areas while they remain maladjusted in others. The degree
of adjustment obtained by any one person changes from time
to time with each experience and with each new difficulty en-
countered.
It is the purpose of this study to examine the type
and nature of the problems present in the situations of these

forty-five veterans to which they are making their adjust-
ments. Each case has been evaluated according to the basic,
underlying problems that exist which are preventing a satis-
factory adjustment by the veteran. Each case has been ex-
amined to determine what factors are present x^hich add to,
and further complicate, their problem. Many of these fac-
tors, as would be expected, have existed in the past and
have contributed to the development of the present problem.
Each case has been examined to determine in what way these
fundamental problems are revealed in the immediate situation
of these veterans. The evaluation of the problems of these
veterans was made at the point in their adjustment occurring
during the time of this study.
Fundamental Problems
The basic, underlying problems were classified under
two categories: (l) those problems which lay within the vet-
eran himself, and (2) those problems which lay outside of
the veteran, in his environment. The first group was divid-
ed into five different types of problems: (l) the emotional
disorders, diagnosed as psychoneurosis, psychosis, or as a
severe disorder of the personality; (2) the physical dis-
orders and disabilities, diagnosed, where the physical dis-
order is the most handicapping problem; (3) the emotional
attitudes toward the physical disability, where the attit-
ude is more handicapping for the veteran than the actual
disability; (^) the combination of mental, physical, and

personality inadequacies, and (5) the difficulties in inter-
personal relationships, not diagnosed as psychoneurosis, and
which fall within the normal functioning.
In the second group, where the problem lay outside of
the veteran, the basic problems were divided into four groups:
(l) problems of other members of the family, including emo-
tional Instabilities, physical disabilities, destructive at-
titudes toward the veteran by relatives, and various situ-
ational factors in the family group; (2) problems which are
due to industrial factors, such as strikes, shortages of
materials, and unavailability of work; (3) social and com-
munity problems, including recreational and social lacks,
housing shortages, and general community attitudes, and {k-)
general economic problems of the community and of the coun-
try.
Upon examining the situations- of the forty-five vet-
erans under study, it was found that there was always one
fundamental problem which was more handicapping to the vet-
eran than any other problem and which was the main reason
for his inability to make a good adjustment. Table I shows
the problems of the forty-five veterans. The most handi-
capping basic problem for twenty-three of the veterans was
found to be the emotional disorder of the veteran himself.
It is noted that the problems of forty-one of the veterans
lay within the veterans themselves, and in only four cases
was the basic problem found to lie outside of the veteran.

It was also found that, often, there was more than
one basic, underlying problem causing the present difficul-
ty in the situations of these veterans. Table I shows the
occurrence of the additional problems of the forty-five
veterans. It is noted that, although problems of other mem-
bers of the family occurred as the most handicapping basic
problem in only two cases, this problem occurred as an ad-
ditional basic problem in twenty-eight cases. The emotion-
al attitudes toward physical disabilities, the social and
community situation, and the general economic situation did
not occur as a basic problem in any of these cases.
Complicating Factors
An examination of the situations of these forty-five
veterans has also shown that there are many factors which,
although they are not the fundamental problems, greatly com-
plicate the total situation of the veteran and add to the
difficulties that exist for him in effecting a satisfactory
adjustment. Table II shows the complicating factors which
were found to be present in the situations of the forty-
five veterans. In all of the forty-five cases the indus-
trial situation, the social and community situation, and the
general economic situation of the community were found to be
complicating factors for these veterans. These factors are
particularly complicating ones for the veterans who are handi-
capped with emotional and physical disabilities, or who are
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maladjusted in their personal and social relationships. It
is to be expected that such handicapped veterans would be
more extremely affected by competition and disorganization
in industry, by the economic instability of the community,
by the high costs of living, and by the housing situation.
Manifestations of the Problems
The type and nature of the problems have been de-
scribed according to the basic, underlying problems which
exist and according to the factors which are further com-
plicating and handlcapoing the total situation of these vet-
erans. An examination of the situations of the veterans has
also been made to determine in what way these basic problems
are manifested. The immediate problems faced by these vet-
erans are symptoms of the underlying difficulty and are evi-
dence of some more basic cause for the presence of these
problems. The immediate problems are those usually seen by
the veteran as the basic ones. They are the problems which
are disturbing the veteran, and for which he seeks help,
particularly at the time of crisis in his financial, marital,
health, or housing situation. Table III shows the immediate
problems of the forty-five veterans and the interrelation-
ship of these immediate problems and the basic problems.
Unemployment was considered to be an immediate problem for
all of the veterans who were either totally unemployed, par-
tially or irregularly employed, or attending school and
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training on the job. Financial insecurity was considered
to be a problem when the veteran was depending upon finan-
cial assistance from relatives, from any benefits, from an
agency, or from any source other than his own savings or in-
come from his own productivity.
Handicapping Extent of the Problems
An examination of the extent to which these basic
problems were handicapping to the veterans has also been
made. These cases have been classified, in a general way,
into three groups: (l) those veterans who are extremely hand-
icapped in their functioning in all areas, personal, social,
and industrial; (2) those veterans who are less severely
handicapped and who can function in some areas fairly well,
and (3) those -.eterans who are fairly adequate in their func-
tioning. Classification was also made according to whether
the problem was a temporary one or whether it was more last-
ing and permanent. For a more definite, specific classifi-
cation, however, medical, psychiatric, and social diagnosis
and prognosis is needed. Whether the problem is a tempora-
ry one or a more permanent one depends, in many cases, upon
whether some help is obtained by the veteran for whatever
degree of improvement that may be possible. Diagnosis is
needed to determine the limitations and the possibilities
for improvement of the basic problems. The handicapping ex-
tent of the basic problems of the forty-five veterans under
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study is shown in Table IV.
Origin of the Problems.
In addition to an examination of the type and nature
of the problems being faced by these veterans, an examina-
tion of the origin of these basic, underlying problems has
been made. Classification has been made into three periods
in relation to military service: (l) pre-service, (2) ser-
vice, and (3) post-discharge. Table V shows the origin of
the basic problems of the forty-five veterans. In the six
cases where the basic problem originated in service it is
noted that, although there was evidence of some predispo-
sition tov/ard emotional difficulties with these veterans,
the problem was not handicapping until the veteran was in
service. Marriage during service, separation from parental
ties, and responsibilities in military life were precipitat-
ing factors in the emotional disorders which became handi-
capping to these six veterans during service. In none of
these six cases did combat experience or injuries exist as
precipitating factors.
In nine of the nineteen cases where the basic problem
originated after discharge there was evidence of some pre-
disposition toward the problem prior to, and during, service
but the problem was never a handicapping one for the veteran.
Further examination of the origin of the basic prob-
lems was made in relation to the extent to which these prob-
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lems were handicapping to the veterans. This is shown in
Table VI.
Similarity to Civilian Problems
The description of the problems of these veterans
has shown that they are, substantially, the same as the prob-
lems being faced by civilians. The problems of many of these
veterans were the same as their civilian problems prior to
their military service, continuing during their service and
afterward. The difference between the problems of civilians
and the problems of these veterans under study lies in the
particular service experiences which these veterans have had
in their separation from their family, from their friends,
and from their community, and in the adjustments which they
have had to make upon their return home. These factors have
intensified and complicated the basic problems of some of
these veterans. In some cases these factors have been fairly
negligible in their effect upon the basic, underlying problem.
Civilians have had problems, however, similar to those
problems with which these veterans have been confronted dur-
ing the war years. They have had their own experiences at
home which have resulted from the war. They have had to ad-
just to the separation from the veteran, as well as to his
return home. The problems of civilians are basically the
same as those of veterans, with their emotional disorders,
their physical disabilities, and their social and personal
maladjustments. Their experiences during the war have also

TABLE V.
ORIGIN OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF THE FORTY-FIVE
VETERANS
Basic Problems Origin
Pre-service Service Post-discharge Total
Emotional dis-
orders 10 k 9 23
Physical dis-
abilities 0 2 5 7
Mental
inadee-uacies 7 0 0 7
Difficulties in
Interpersonal re-
lationships 2 0 2 A
Other relatives 1 0 1 2
Industrial factors 0 0 JL- 2
Total 20 6 19 U5

TABLE VI.
HANDICAPPING EXTENT OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS IN RELATION TO THE
ORIGIN OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF THE FORTY-FIVE VETERANS
....
Handicapping
Extent
Origin of the Basic Problem
Pre-service Service Po st-di scharge Total
.Severe
temporary 0 0 0 0
lasti ncr 10 0 2 12
Less extreme
temporary 0 0 3 3
lasting 8 3. — U 15
Slight
temporary 0 1 9 10
lasting 2 2 1
Total 20 6 19 U5

intensified and complicated their problems, causing further
maladjustments. The particular experiences of individuals
differ for all, whether veteran or civilian.
Needs of the Veterans
In addition to the examination of the problems and
adjustments of these forty-five veterans, it is also the
purpose of this study to examine the needs of these veter-
ans. Speaking generally, all people need food and cloth-
ing and Important, productive work. They need healthy and
comfortable living and satisfying relationships, not only
with relatives but with others in society. Basically,
there is the need for better adjustments, whether this in-
volves a more wholesome pattern of reactions or some en-
vironmental change. The underlying need depends upon what
the basic problem may be. If physical Illness is hindering
an individual from being able to work in some productive,
satisfying employment and from being able to earn the money
necessary to satisfy all needs for food, comfort, and good
relationships, medical care is necessary for the treatment
of this illness. If emotional illness is preventing one
from having satisfying, socially-acceptable relationships
and from working and earning his living in some productive,
satisfying employment, psychiatric and social treatment is
needed.
There is a general need for the understanding and
I
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acceptance of the real problem and of the limitations in-
volved. This means understanding, not only by the veteran,
but by his relatives, by his friends, and by his community.
There is a need to know to what extent medical, psychiatric,
and social treatment can improve and change the basic dif-
ficulty. There is the need to understand and accept the
limitations and the extent of change which is possible.
Needs in Relation to the Basic Problem
The fundamental problem of twenty-three of the forty-
five veterans under study was found to be the emotional dis-
order of the veteran himself. These veterans are in need of
psychiatric treatment or in need of some counselling and
guidance with their emotional problems and in their personal
and social relationships. Until the basic problem is met,
the problem which is mainly inhibiting these veterans from
being able to work or from making use of opportunities for
training for work, or which is preventing them from being
able to get along with other people at home, at work, or in
their social contacts, there will be a continual or recur-
ring need arising for money to meet expenses for their own
support and for the support of their dependents; there will
be a continuing need for work because of their un employ-
ability; there will also be a recurring need for assistance
in social, family, or marital affairs because of their emo-
tional instability, and there will be a constant need to
I
handle a variety of problems that appear as manifestations
of the basic problem.
The basic problem of seven of the forty-five veter-
ans was found to be the physical disability of the veteran.
For these seven veterans there is a need for medical treat-
ment of the disability to whatever extent this treatment is
possible. There is the need for an acceptance of whatever
limitations exist and are unchangeable and there is the need
to adjust to, and be trained for, activities and work pos-
sible within these limitations. There is also the need for
counselling and guidance in the attitudes arising as a re-
sult of the disabilities. These needs must be met before
the veteran is able to work and be self-supporting, and be-
fore he is able to enjoy a satisfying life.
The underlying problem of seven of the forty-five
veterans was found to be the mental, physical, and person-
ality inadequacies of the veteran. In consideration of the
well-established patterns of this group of veterans, in con-
sideration of the mental inadequacies which exist, and in
consideration of the weak personality structures of these
veterans, there is mainly the need for an acceptance of
these limitations by the veteran, by his relatives, and by
others in the community. There is also the need for guid-
ance and support in meeting the variety of immediate needs
and problems which recur continually for work and financial
support.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
LIBRARY

The basic problem of four of the veterans was found
to be difficulties in the interpersonal relationships of the
veterans. Counselling and guidance in personal and family
relationships is seen as the essential need with this group.
This is necessary in order to assist them in meeting the
problem which is most handicapping to the veteran.
In the situation of two of the veterans the funda-
mental difficulty was found to be the instability of other
members of the veteran's family. In order to meet this
basic difficulty of the veteran, the problem of the relative
must be met, whether the problem is physical illness, emo-
tional instability, social and personal maladjustment, or
whatever it may be.
The basic problem of two of the veterans was found
to be factors in the industrial situation. In order to meet
this problem, the factors involved in the industrial situ-
ation must be dealt with, meeting the immediate needs of the
veterans for work and for financial support in the meanwhile.
Immediate Needs
The immediate needs of these forty-five veterans, in-
dicated by the manifestations of the basic problems, vary
from time to time. These Immediate needs, many times emer-
gent ones, must often be met while the more fundamental one
is being dealt with. Whatever the basic problem is, if the
veteran is unemployed, he needs work. If unemployed, he

needs money for his own support and for the support of his
dependents, whether this is received from relatives, from
various benefits, or from the community. If the veteran is
untrained and inexperienced in work, he needs training in
order to work satisfactorily in competition, and he needs
assistance with his personal problems and adjustment in order
to be able to make use of opportunities for training and for
useful, productive work. If the veteran is having difficul-
ties in his marriage or in his family, social, or business
relationships, he is in need of some help in his relation-
ships and he needs opportunities in his family and social
environment for satisfying relationships and activities.
If the veteran is ill, he is in need of medical care and in
need of money for obtaining this care in order that good
health may be obtained to the greatest extent possible. If
the veteran's living arrangements are unwholesome or if
overcrowding produces an additional strain on the family re-
lationships, assistance with better housing arrangements is
needed.
The immediate needs of the forty-five veterans under
study have been classified into five groups: (l) the need
for employment; (2) the need for money; (3) the need for
medical or psychiatric care; {K) the need for assistance in
personal and family relationships and adjustments, and (5)
the need for social and recreational activities and oppor-
tunities. Table VII shows the immediate needs of the forty-
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five veterans.
Attitudes of the Veterans
Both the problems and the needs of these veterans
have been examined. It is now the purpose to examine the
attitudes which these veterans have toward their problems
and their needs and to examine their strengths and weak-
nesses, to determine their general abilities for meeting and
handling their problems. The veterans have been classified
into three groups in regard to their attitudes toward their
problems: (l) those veterans who see and accept their fun-
damental problem and their own responsibility in their situ-
ation; (2) those veterans who see the immediate, manifest
problem only, without accepting any personal responsibility
in their situation, and (3) those veterans who mainly see
their immediate problems but who have some understanding of
the basic problem underneath which is causing their dif-
ficulties.
Sixteen of the forty-five veterans under study were
able to see and to accept the basic difficulty in their
situation. This was evidenced in the veteran's requests
to the agency in his search for, and acceptance of, help
with his fundamental problem directly, and it was also seen
in the responsible, mature manner in which he was handling
his situation.
Twenty- six of the forty-five veterans were able to

see the immediate problems only. This was evidenced in the
requests made to the agency in relation to their immediate
needs, in their refusal to accept help with their basic prob-
lem, and in the Innumerable ways in which they were handling
their situation, other than facing the real problem directly
with personal responsibility. These veterans were project-
ing their difficulties on to other people and circumstances,
blaming relatives, the lack of work, the lack of pensions
and benefits, and many other various factors for their dif-
ficulties. These veterans were found to be using their mili-
tary service as a means for obtaining special rights and
privileges, using their opportunities for training as a means
of getting along financially, using emergency situations
continually to get along, and using their emotional and phy-
sical disorders as a means of getting immediate needs and
desires satisfied. They withdrew from any personal respon-
sibility, many separating from their families or showing
either extreme independence or overdependence.
Three of the forty-five veterans, although they main-
ly saw their immediate problems, nevertheless had some un-
derstanding of the fundamental problem causing their present
difficulties.
Strengths and Weaknesses of the Veterans
An examination of the physical, mental, emotional,
and personality strengths was made to determine whether or
1I
not these veterans had qualities that enable them to meet
their particular problems. In considering the strengths and
weaknesses of these veterans and their abilities in meeting
their problems, the extent of their problems have been con-
sidered. It was found that twelve of the forty-five veter-
ans had problems which were severely handicapping and which
were lasting ones. All twelve of these veterans were found
to have weaknesses either in their physical endowment, in
their intellectual capacities, or in their emotional and
personality structures to an extent which prevented them
from meeting their problems in a satisfactory way. These
weaknesses were evidenced in their past behavior and re-
actions to situations, seen in the way in which they stood
up in military service and in their other life experiences.
Most of these veterans had unsatisfactory reaction patterns
that were well established. Most of them showed extreme de-
pendence, lacked initiative and drive, and had poor judg-
ment and organization. They were unable to establish and
maintain any good relationships. Considering the severity
of the problems of these twelve veterans and considering the
weaknesses in their whole physical, mental, and emotional
make-up, it is evident that they do not have strengths which
would enable them to meet these problems, nor to meet prob-
lems of a less severe and permanent nature.
There were eighteen veterans who were found to have

problems less severe in the extent to which they were handi-
capping. Three of these veterans had problems which were
temporary ones. All three of these veterans were found to
have good intellectual capacities, satisfactory physical en-
dowment, and adequate emotional and personality stability,
as seen in their past behavior and reactions. These
strengths were found to be sufficient to enable them to
meet their present, temporary problems. The remaining fif-
teen veterans with less severe and less handicapping prob-
lems had difficulties of a more permanent nature. Seven of
these were found to have weaknesses hindering them from
meeting their problems, while eight had strengths that en-
abled them to function adequately on the same level as had
existed in the past and which had been fairly adequate.
These eight veterans were found to have strengths which
could be used to effect more satisfactory adjustments.
There were fifteen veterans who were found to have
problems which were only slightly handicapping. Ten of
these veterans had problems which were only temporary in
nature, while five had problems which were lasting. All of
the fifteen veterans were found to have strengths which en-
abled them to meet these problems. It is to be noted, how-
ever, that many of these veterans had weaknesses which would
not have enabled them to meet problems of a more severe and
lasting nature.
Considering all of the forty-five veterans under study,
I
it was found that nineteen lacked sufficient strengths to
enable them to meet the particular problems which they were
facing. The remaining twenty-six veterans were found to have
sufficient strengths to meet their present problems and situ-
ations.
Summary
In summary, it has been seen that, out of the nine
categories into which the fundamental problems of the veter-
ans were classified, approximately fifty per cent were found
to have problems which were due, basically, to some emotion-
al disorder of the veteran and forty per cent had some other
problem within themselves which was the basic difficulty.
Only ten per cent had some problem outside the veteran him-
self which was the most handicapping problem. It has also
been found that additional fundamental problems, not related
to the principal handicapping difficulty, occurred in sixty-
four per cent of the cases. The most prevalent additional
problem for these veterans was the existence of problems in
other members of the family, occurring in sixty-two per
cent of the cases.
In addition to the large percentage of emotional dif-
ficulties found to be existing in these veterans, and in
addition to the large percentage of problems found to be
existing in other members of the family, it was also seen
that there were many complicating factors, superimposed upon
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the basic problems, making the total situation of these vet-
erans more handicapping. Eighty-four per cent of the veter-
ans had poor family backgrounds, seventy per cent had par-
ticular family responsibilities; eight per cent lacked
training and experience in work to a handicapping extent;
fifty-three per cent had problems of long duration; twenty-
two per cent had definite destructive experiences in con-
nection with military service; ninety-one per cent showed
poor judgment and organization, and eighty-nine per cent had
complicating problems in their housing situation. Few of
the veterans had situations which were not complicated by
many factors in addition to the fundamentally handicapping
problem.
These underlying problems were found to bring to the
fore many emergent problems for these veterans. Eighty-
nine per cent of the veterans were found to be without regu-
lar, satisfactory, productive employment; eighty-nine per
cent were found to be economically insecure; seventy-one
per cent had difficulties in their family relationships,
with family discord and friction; sixty-three per cent had
problems in connection with their physical health; forty-
six per cent experienced problems in their social relation-
ships, and thirty-five per cent had definite housing prob-
lems.
The extent to which these problems were found handi-
eapping was seen to vary according to the intensity and ac-
I
cording to the permanent nature of the basic difficulty.
Twenty- seven per cent were found to have problems which were
severely handicapping; forty per cent had problems which were
less extreme, and thirty-three per cent had problems which
were only slightly handicapping. Seventy-one per cent of
the veterans were found to have problems which were lasting
in nature, while only twenty-nine per cent had problems
which were temporarily handicapping. In the majority of
those cases where the problem was a severe and permanent
one, the problems were found to have originated prior to
service. The majority of the problems which were only
slightly handicapping to the veterans were found to have
become handicapping after discharge from service.
The examination of the problems and situations of
these veterans showed that the basic problems existed prior
to service in forty-four per cent of the cases. In forty-
two per cent of the cases the problem was found to have be-
come handicapping following the veteran's discharge from
service. In only fourteen per cent of the cases was the
problem found to have become evident and handicapping for
the first time during service. In the majority of the cases
there was some evidence of some predisposition toward the
problem prior to the time when it became actually handi-
capping.
It was also seen that the problems of these veterans
were essentially the same as those existing for civilians,
I
the difference lying in the particular experiences which
the veterans had in their separation from home, in military
service, ajid upon their return home. It was pointed out
that civilians also had their own individual experiences dur-
ing the war years in connection with their separation from
the veteran and in their adjustment to his return. The ex-
periences, the reactions, and the actual problems encountered
vary from one individual to another, rather than from veter-
an to civilian.
The veterans under study presented^ many needs as a
result of their problems. It was seen that the nature of
the basic problem indicated the basic needs of these veter-
ans. Because of the large percentage of veterans with emo-
tional disorders and with problems in their personal and
family relationships, psychiatric and social treatment was
found to be needed by the majority of these veterans. Only
fifteen per cent needed medical care for physical disabil-
ities. Fifteen per cent of the veterans were found to have
mental, physical, and personality inadequacies which were
the main, underlying difficulties. Supportive help with
their Immediate needs and guidance and help in the accept-
ance of the limitations of their problems were seen to be
the greatest needs with this group. The immediate problems
of the veterans indicated their immediate needs. These were
the problems and needs for which the veterans usually came
to the agency for help. These needs are essentially the
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same as the immediate problems previously described.
Thirty-five per cent of the veterans were able to see
their real problem and were attempting to handle this problem
directly. A few of this group had emotional disorders which
were causing their difficulties but the majority had phy-
sical disabilities or had problems outside of themselves in
their family or in the industrial situation. Fifty-eight
per cent, however, were not able to see their real problem
and did not accept any personal responsibility in their situ-
ation, seeing only their immediate problems and needs. Sev-
en per cent had some understanding of their basic problems
although they saw their immediate problems mainly.
i
CHAPTER IV.
SERVICES RENDERED TO THE VETERANS
Introduction
With an understanding of the real nature of the prob
leins and needs of the veterans under study and with an un-
derstanding of their attitudes and their abilities, it is
the purpose of this study to examine to what extent and in
what way the Home Service Department of the American na-
tional Red Cross is meeting the real needs of the veteran.
Home Service is concerned with personal and family
service for veterans and their dependents. Its primary res
ponsibility is to assist them in meeting those needs which
arise out of service. The problems of the veterans under
study have been found to be essentially emotional problems.
Only a small percentage of the problems originated speci-
fically during service. The needs of these veterans are
mainly the results of these underlying problems rather than
the results of any specific service experience. Acknowledg
ing the fact that these veterans were affected by service
experiences such as separation from home, difficulties in
adjusting to military life, relaxing of moral and social
standards, as well as difficulties in adjusting to their re
turn to their families and their communities, it has also
been pointed out that civilians underwent similar experi-
ences during the war years which have had an effect upon

their own underlying problems. The problem is best seen as a
continual adjustment to life's experiences, for veterans and
civilians alike.
Although Home Service is responsible for assisting the
discharged serviceman in meeting his needs which have arisen
because of his period of service, it nevertheless recognizes
that the needs of veterans are the responsibility of the en-
tire community and that the best interests of both the veter-
an and the community are best served when the veteran assumes
fully his status as a civilian in the community. It is the
Intent of the national policy that the local chapter should
consider the existing programs of service to the veteran and
not to duplicate those services already existing. The local
chapter determines what responsibility each community agency
within the territory of the chapter can, and will, assume.
Joint planning is essential in preventing duplication of ser-
vices. It has been pointed out that community resources in
Camden County are inadequate in respect to the public welfare
program and are lacking in respect to family service facili-
ties.
Since it is fundamentally the intent and purpose of
Home Service to assist the veteran in assuming his status
as a civilian as soon as possible and to serve without du-
plicating services already in existence, Red Cross Home
Service is basically a referral agency, meeting only the
emergency and temporary needs of the veteran during the time
when the new veteran group is too large for community agencl ej

to serve. While it is the purpose of Home Service to assist
the veteran toward full status as a civilian and toward fac-
ing his problem directly as his own, rather than as a prob-
lem of service, with projection of his own responsibility in
his situation, it is nevertheless true that the American
National Red Cross is services-connected by its very nature
and organization and by its primary responsibility to ser-
vicemen and their dependents during war. While this connec-
tion with service may be helpful to the veteran in his early
adjustment from military to civilian life, the continued
focus on him as a discharged serviceman does not help him to
focus on his real problem and on his status as an individual
and as a civilian. It may, rather, help him to relate his
problems to service and to blame his service experiences
alone as the cause of his present situation.
Home Service carries out its purpose and its responsi-
bility to the veteran through its various functions and ser-
vices. These consist of (l) financial assistance, (2) re-
ferral service, (3) consultation and guidance in personal
and family problems, (^) assistance in the presentation and
processing of claims for government benefits, (5) informa-
tion service concerning government regulations, legislature,
and community resources, and (6) reporting and communication
service.
In rendering these services it is the objective of
Home Service to make help available to all veterans with any

problem with which they cannot cope themselves. The poli-
cies governing these services have been reviewed from time
to time in an effort to recognize changing conditions, al-
though the broad obligations have remained. The policy
governing the extending of financial assistance has been re-
defined at various times. The policies governing other ser-
vices have been continued without qualification. The pres-
ent policy, which became effective in October, 19^5, follow-
ing the end of hostilities, states that financial assist-
ance should be provided for basic maintenance, on the basis
of need, to veterans disabled from service and to their de-
pendents, and to dependents of deceased disabled veterans,
during the temporary period pending the first receipt of
federal disability compensation or of death pensions and dur-
ing periods when such payments due are delayed or interrupted,
This provision applies to these disabled veterans during
their transitory period of adjustment from military to civi-
lian life. This is a specific obligation of Home Service
and a definite commitment to the War Department. Financial
assistance to this group was considered essential by the
War Department for the morale of the armed forces, due to
the wide variations in the nature and adequacy of other fi-
nancial assistance resources available throughout the coun-
try.
The present policy also states that funds may be used
to give financial assistance, either for basic maintenance

or for special, non-recurring needs, and on the basis of
need, to any veteran during the period of transition from
military to civilian life. Each chapter determines, on a
local basis, to what extent its resources may be made avail
able for this purpose. This permissive provision was made
in recognition of the special problems and needs confront-
ing such a large group of servicemen being discharged from
military service.
The other five services may be rendered to all veter-
ans, bearing in mind all local agencies offering similar
service to this group, to avoid duplication of services.
The function of referral and the providing of information
are generally accepted as indispenslble to carrying out the
program as a whole. In offering referral service it is nee
essary to understand and to diagnose the real problems and
needs of the veteran, to determine the existing community
resources available to meet these needs, and to help the
veteran in seeing his real problem so that he can accept
referral. If no services are available in the community,
Home Service offers its specific services for helping the
veteran during his transitory period. In this respect Home
Service differs from other referral agencies whose services
are strictly referral. The combination of specific ser-
vices in addition to referral service has added confusion
and misunderstanding of the function of H0me Service as an
arency in, the community.

Examination of the Services
The six services offered to veterans will be examined
and discussed as they relate to the situations of the forty-
five veterans under study here who have made requests to the
agency for service. It has been seen that the majority of
the veterans came to the agency to request financial assist-
ance, although thirteen per cent requested assistance with
medical care and about ten per cent requested assistance
with personal and family problems. Since the majority re-
quested financial assistance an examination of this service
will be made first.
Financial Assistance
It has been seen that financial need and insecurity
was present in the situations of forty of the forty-five
veterans under study. Thirty-two of the forty veterans, or
dependents of the veterans, made requests to the agency for
financial assistance. Financial assistance was given in
twenty-six cases, either for basic maintenance or for some
special, non-recurring need. Under the mandatory provision
of the policy financial assistance for basic maintenance
must be given, when needed, to any disabled veteran and his
dependents, and to dependents of deceased disabled veter-
ans, pending the first receipt of disability compensation or
death pension, or when such payments are delayed or inter-
rupted. From the twenty-six cases where financial assist-

ance was given none were found eligible strictly under this
mandatory provision. All were given assistance under the
permissive provision of the policy. In those six cases where
financial assistance was requested, but denied, the decision
was based upon the lack of any real need in three cases; in
one case referral was made to another resource where finan-
cial assistance was obtained, and in the remaining two cases
other independent plans were worked out. One of these six
cases was found to be eligible under the mandatory provision
but was not in need of financial assistance.
Establishing Meed
In all of the twenty-six cases where financial as-
sistance was extended, need was established, regardless of
whether this need should be met by Home Service or by some
other agency or resource, and regardless of what the cause
might be, leading to this need. In examining the community
resources and benefits available in connection with these
twenty-six veterans, certain problems are seen. In seven of
the fourteen cases where benefits were pending there were •
long delays in the receipt of benefits or the benefits were
received sporadically and irregularly. There were twenty-
one cases where benefits were either being received or were
pending. The benefits were not based on the veteran's needs
in any of the twenty-one cases and they were not adequate
enough to meet the needs of seventeen of the veterans. In
<
the remaining five cases there were no benefits to cover the
particular situation of the veteran.
The situation and problems of seventeen of the twenty-
six veterans were seen as public welfare responsibilities.
Because of eligibility factors and due to the Inadequacies
in the community welfare agencies, referral could be made in
only three cases. The situation and problems of seven veter-
ans were seen as family agency responsibilities. Due to the
lack of family agency resources in the community, no referrals
could be made. The gaps and difficulties in financial cover-
age in community resources and benefits results in uncer-
tainty, confusion, and fear for these veterans. It presents
additional difficulties in financial planning, adds addition-
al pressures upon them, and affects adversely the unstable
personal and family adjustments existing for most of these
veterans. Home Service, in determining need and extending
financial assistance, must necessarily be concerned with the
problems, the gaps, and the inadequacies of financial cover-
age by community resources and benefits, whether derived from
federal, state, or local agencies.
Requests for financial assistance from Home Service in
the majority of these cases resulted from inadequate benefits
not based on total needs, from delays in the receipt of bene-
fits, and from inadequate coverage for certain situations and
needs. However, the financial needs, resulting in requests
for assistance, stems fundamentally from the underlying prob-
I
leras and difficulties of these veterans. An understanding
of the fundamental problem and total situation of the veter-
ans is necessary, not for determining the existence of need,
but for determining how this need should be met and whether
the extending of financial assistance will be the most con-
structive plan. Financial assistance has been extended in
these cases regardless of whether or not treatment and help
is being received by the veteran with his fundamental prob-
lem. In the granting of financial assistance, however, at-
tention and focus has been on the basic problem.
Determining Eligibility
In the process of establishing eligibility for fi-
nancial assistance from Home Service, several factors are
considered. All that is needed to make an application and
to have the problem considered is to be a veteran, with proof
of discharge from service. There are no requirements re-
garding residence, settlement, nationality, race, religion,
or type of problem and need. For eligibility for financial
assistance, need must be established. This was found to
exist in the twenty-six cases where financial assistance was
granted. Under the mandatory provision of the policy govern-
ing the extending of financial assistance, financial assist-
ance must be given to any veteran with a service-connected
disability during his transitional period of adjustment and
pending the first adjudication of his disability claim. As
J
previously pointed out, none of these twenty-six veterans
were strictly eligible under this provision, but they were
determined eligible under the permissive provision. Under
this provision many factors must be considered. Primary con-
sideration is given to the veteran with a service-connected
disability. In examining the twenty-six cases where finan-
cial assistance was extended sixteen were found to have a
service-connected disability; four had disabilities which
were not service-connected, and six veterans were able-bodied.
In nine of the sixteen cases where there was a service con-
nected disability, the disability was found to be the fun-
damental problem for the veteran. In none of the sixteen
cases, however, did the rating and award meet the total fi-
nancial needs of the veteran nor was it indicative of the
extent of industrial and social problems and functioning of
these veterans. These awards are based on a particular
medical rating scale, with consideration of the existence of
the disability prior to service, and are not based on the
present total needs of the veteran and his dependents. The
existence of some disability in these veterans also indic-
ates future, continued needs to be met. The factor of ser-
vice-connected disability in eligibility for financial as-
sistance from Home Service tends to put emphasis and focus
on the disability rather than on the total situation and
problems of the veteran.
Another factor in the determination of eligibility
(
for financial assistance is the consideration of whether the
veteran is in the transitory -period of adjustment from milit-
ary to civilian life and whether his needs arise out of ser-
vice. In examining the situations of these twenty-six veter-
ans who were granted financial assistance it was seen that
the basic problem originated in service in only five cases.
It was pointed out that there was evidence of predisposition
toward these problems prior to service in all but one of these
five cases even though it did not become handicapping until
aggravated by some experience during service. Further ex-
amination of these twenty-six veterans shows that seventeen
were discharged from service over a year prior to this ap-
plication for financial assistance, five of whom were veter-
ans of World War I. Seven veterans were out of service
from six months to a year. Two had been discharged less
than six months previously. None of the twenty-six veter-
ans, however, was found to be in a transitory period of ad-
justment from military life but, rather, their problems were
long-standing, chronic maladjustments or were maladjustments
not arising from their readjustment to civilian life.
Decisions made in these cases to extend financial as-
sistance were based on the existence of need, the lack of
community resources and agencies to meet these needs, the
inadequacies of community resources available, and the con-
sideration of the total problem and need in the particular
situation. Determination on this basis brings forth several
i
problems, seen in these particular cases. An examination
of these twenty-six cases showed that twelve were found to
have problems which were of a chronic nature; ten had prob-
lems which, although not handicapping over a long period of
time in the past, are of such a nature as to Indicate future,
continued need for assistance, either financially or with
medical, psychiatric, or social treatment, and only four
were found to have no indication of need for continued as-
sistance with their problems. Considering the nature of the
problems of these veterans under study, with the many fac-
tors complicating their basic problem, continued needs would
be expected. It is not the purpose of Home Service to as-
sist with continued needs of veterans. This is the respon-
sibility of the community. Financial assistance given to
these veterans was of an emergency nature, meeting the pres-
ent, immediate need and crisis. However, since these pres-
ent, immediate needs are only a part of the total, continuing
maladjustment of most of these veterans, this assistance
would best be given by community agencies, set-up to deal
with the variety of problems facing these veterans over a
continued period of time. It is difficult to separate the
immediate financial needs from the other aspects of the
veteran's problem which must be met by community facilities.
It has also been pointed out that seventeen veterans
were seen as having problems indicating public welfare res-
ponsibility and that seven were seen as having situations

which could best be helped by a family agency. Due to the
lack of family agency resources and due to the inadequacies
of public welfare agencies, the immediate needs of these
veterans were met by Home Service. Although it is the pur-
pose of the American Red Cross to make help available to any
veteran in need, meeting this need directly only relieves
the community from accepting its own responsibility and does
not necessarily encourage the development of adequate re-
sources. Publicity regarding the needs of veterans and re-
garding the inadequacies of the resources in the community
is most necessary, even though this would mean leaving the
needs of many unmet until the community comes to accept its
own responsibility in the situation.
Granting of Financial Assistance
In granting financial assistance to these veterans
certain procedures are followed. No monthly standard budget
Is used, but consideration of the temporary, emergency needs,
mainly, is undertaken. The focus is upon keeping within the
past and future income of the veteran, with emphasis upon
his ability to meet these unmet expenses and needs in the
future. In every case where it was helpful and possible,
responsibility was left with the veteran for the use of his
own funds, and with an agreement as to the use to be made of
the agency's funds given him. In situations where there
were benefits pending, assistance was given on the basis of

a loan if the amount of benefits due were sufficient to plan
for repayment. Due to the many expenses unmet by H0me Ser-
vice in granting only emergency assistance and due to the
many back debts already incurred by the veterans, financial
agreements on a loan basis were made in only four cases. In
the fourteen cases where assistance was given pending the
receipt of certain benefits, financial assistance was extend-
ed until the receipt of those benefits. However, in seven
cases this was prolonged over a period of time due to the
great delay in the adjudication of pension claims and bene-
fits.
Results of Extending Financial Assistance
The results of the financial assistance extended to
these veterans has been seen in the process of determining
need, establishing eligibility, and in the granting of the
assistance. The first consideration in the results of this
service is the determination of the extent to which it has
helped these veterans. This is indicated in the purpose of
Home Service as a temporary, short-contact agency, not or-
ganized for the purpose of meeting continued needs nor for
dealing with all aspects of problems which are deep-seated
and of long-standing. In eleven cases financial assistance
helped to tide the veteran over an immediate, difficult
situation, relieving the immediate pressures, and without
harm to the veteran in his situation. These cases included

financial assistance with medical needs, with temporary hous-
ing needs, with transportation and basic maintenance needs,
which enabled the veteran to take advantage of opportunities
for training, and with basic maintenance needs which assist-
ed the veteran temporarily between jobs. In seven of the
twenty-six cases financial assistance helped constructively,
not only relieving immediate financial pressures, but main-
ly aiding in the strengthening of family relationships and
personal stabilities and preventing further destructive ex-
periences. In these cases some fundamental aspect of the
total problem was helped. In the remaining eight cases the
financial assistance given was mostly harmful to the veter-
ans, permitting them to continue with their poor habits of
financial management, permitting them to use emergency, crit-
ical situations without any direction toward improvement or
change of the fundamental difficulty, and permitting them
to continue projecting their responsibility in their situ-
ation. In these eight cases some needs were met which the
veteran could not continue to meet, and assistance was given
too irregularly without any well-defined plan.
The problems and needs of these veterans, as examined
in the previous chapter, are not in accord with the tempo-
rary nature of the functions and purpose of Home Service.
The value, however, lies in the ability in giving quick and
early help during exploration of the total situation, re-
lieving immediate fears and pressures. The dangers in this,
i
however, are pointed out in the eight cases where continued
emergency assistance of this nature can be more harmful than
constructive.
Giving temporary or continued emergency financial as-
sistance to these veterans whose situations have been seen
mainly as responsibilities of the community, although im-
mediately helpful to the veterans in most cases, brings forth
difficulties involved in taking over community responsibility.
It delays the future necessity for acceptance of this com-
munity help and aids the veterans in continuing their focus
on themselves as a part of a veteran group with special, arti-
ficial rights. Although it points up the lacks and the in-
adequacies of community resources, it has not helped communi-
ty agencies to raise their standards, nor has it helped the
veteran to accept his own responsibility as an individual in
his situation.
The second consideration in the results of extending
financial assistance is the determination of the way this
assistance has helped the veteran. In the extending of fi-
nancial assistance the approach has been to the fundamental
problem and to the total situation of the veteran. This ap-
proach has been used for the diagnosis of the problem for
the purpose of referral, where possible, rather than for the
purpose of meeting all of the needs of these veterans di-
rectly. In those cases where the approach was not made to
the total situation the results of extending financial as-
sistance were found to be harmful and unconstruct ive.

Through this approach the real problem has been understood
and has been interpreted to the veterans and to community
agencies during the time when financial assistance was given.
Through the process of determining need and eligibil-
ity and through the process of granting financial assistance
the approach has been to the veteran as an individual with
a problem, with rights for making his own decisions, and with
full responsibility being left with the veteran for his own
situation. The focus has been toward the veteran seeing and
understanding the true nature of his own problem, rather
than censoring him for it. Consideration of personal and
family relationship factors and of the veteran's attitudes
and abilities have been inherent in the approach to these
veterans. The approach, more than the extent of financial
assistance, has been the most constructive result of the
financial assistance extended.
Referral Service
Another specific service extended is referral ser-
vice. This service involves advising the veteran and his de-
pendents of agencies offering services which are appropriate
to their needs. This requires diagnosis of the veteran's
problem and need, whatever the request may be, as well as an
awareness of all community agencies and resources. Referral
service involves the knowledge of, and interpretation of,
the services offered by agencies and it also involves the

planning with the agency and with the veteran for the con-
sideration of his problem. This requires, beyond the under-
standing of the problem, an interpretation of the fundament-
al problem and need to the veteran for his own understanding
and acceptance of it. It also requires an interpretation of
this to the local agency. Referral service is given regard-
less of any factor of eligibility for other Red Cross ser-
vices. It requires an interpretation of the eligibility fac-
tors, the functions, and the limitations of Home Service and
other agencies, however.
Referral service, beyond being a specific function
of the agency, is a basic principle in the organization and
purpose of Home Service. It is inherent in the policy gov-
erning the extension of other services. The purpose of
helping the veteran to assume as soon as possible his status
as m civilian and to face his problem directly as his own is
carried out through referral. The needs of veterans, beyond
their first adjustment period from military life, are seen
as responsibilities of the veteran and of the community.
Defining the problem, with its continued needs, is accom-
plished through the referral process. Home Service is a
referral agency, basically, offering other temporary, emer-
gency service in addition. The basic purpose is not under-
stood widely, nor is it publicized clearly as such, due to
the emphasis and Interest given to the other specific ser-
vices offered.
<
Examining the situations of the forty-five veterans,
it was found that referral service was extended in eighteen
cases. This includes cases where the total referral of the
case was made, either for the basic problem and need or for
some aspect of need in the situation. It also includes
cases where referral was made for some particular needs
while some other service was continued by Home Service. Ta-
ble VIII describes the referrals made in these eighteen
cases. In one of the cases where referral was not accepted
by the local agency, service was rendered by Home Service.
This service consisted of financial assistance and assist-
ance with claims and benefits. Exploration of the situation
revealed that no benefits were available to this veteran.
The basic problem was the mental, physical, and personality
inadequacy of the veteran. No constructive help could be
given by the rendering of financial assistance temporarily.
His problem and his situation indicated continuing needs.
At the time of withdrawal of financial assistance no change
in his situation was made and there were continued needs for
financial assistance, medical care, and employment. Although
the immediate needs were met temporarily, this did not re-
sult in the acceptance of responsibility by either the vet-
eran or the community. It resulted, instead, in relieving
them of this responsibility and left the veteran with the
same pressures and fears.
In the case where referral was made after completion
t
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of Red Cross Service, temporary financial assistance was seen
as being more helpful and constructive. The temporary finan-
cial need was met during emergency medical treatment and un-
employment. Accepting further responsibility in the situ-
ation for continuing needs, however, would not have helped
the veteran or the community to accept responsibility.
In the four cases where referral was made for one as-
pect of need in the total situation, continued service was
rendered for financial needs in three cases and for assist-
ance in personal and family adjustment in one case. In none
of these four cases were there continuing, unmet needs at the
time Home Service assistance was withdrawn.
In two of the three cases where referral was discussed
with the veteran after completion of Red Gross service, re-
ferral for financial needs was acceptable to the veterans but
referral for psychiatric treatment was not accepted by one
of the two veterans. Financial assistance had been given in
this case pending the receipt of subsistence allowance while
attending school. Although financial assistance may be used
constructively in helping and encouraging the necessary
training for employment in many cases, the value of this as-
sistance in the case of this veteran where psychiatric treat-
ment was needed is doubtful. In such cases where the emo-
tional disord-er inhibits the use of such training opportuni-
ties, referral for treatment is fundamental. Referral for
psychiatric treatment was accepted and used by the second

veteran. The problems in this case indicated continuing
needs in relation to financial management, employment and
training, medical care, and family adjustments. Although
referral was made to the local welfare agency, the situation
Indicated referral to a family agency if such had been avail-
able.
There were twenty-seven out of the forty-five cases
where no referral was made. In eleven of these cases no re-
ferral was made due to the fact that assistance was not ac-
ceptable to the veteran with his fundamental problem and, in
most cases, the existence of the problem itself was not ad-
mitted. Unmet needs in all of these cases continued follow-
ing completion of temporary assistance from Home Service,
In ten cases no referral was made due to the fact that treat-
ment was being received for the basic problem. There were no
continuing, unmet needs in these cases at the time Home Ser-
vice assistance was withdrawn. In the remaining six cases
there was no referral made either because there was no need
for referral or because there were no local agencies to offer
service.
In those cases where an early referral was made and
accepted, the continued needs of the veterans were met by the
community. In the case, however, where Home Service extend-
ed its service after referral was not accepted by the com-
munity agency, it was seen that this service was not a help-
ful one. In those cases where referral was made and accepted

during the extension of service or at the completion of brief,
emergency service by Home Service, the continuing needs of
the veterans were accepted by the community and by the veter-
ans as their own responsibility. It was also seen that where
treatment was received by the veterans for their fundamental
problems, temporary and emergency service was rendered in a
more helpful way, without leaving the veterans with continu-
ing unmet needs for the future. In those cases, however,
where no referral was made because there was no acceptance
of the real problem or because there was no desire for help
with this, continued needs existed beyond the brief and tem-
porary assistance by Home Service.
Those who came to the agency requesting assistance
with their basic problem were easily referred. The problem
existed with those veterans who made other varied requests,
who did not accept their real problem, and who did not accept
referral for this. The problem also existed in those cases
where referral, although acceptable to the veteran, could not
be made due to the la.ck of adequate community facilities.
Consultation and Guidance
Consultation and guidance is a specific service ren-
dered in personal and family problems. However, this service
is also an integral part of other services extended by Home
Service. The use of the terms consultation and guidance to
indicate the case work services provided, generically and

specifically, has been chosen by Home Service. The under-
standing of this service by the veterans and by the communi-
ty has a variety of meanings, but it is generally little un-
derstood. Consultation and guidance includes all of the
principles of the case work process, whether it is the ap-
proach used in the rendering of financial assistance and
other services or whether it is the process used in working
through a specific problem in marital and family relation-
ships, in vocational guidance, in child guidance, or in any
other specialized problem.
Consultation, as a specific service, is rendered on a
superficial basis here. Consultation involves a deep under-
standing and comprehensive study of the total situation and
of the individual's relationships. It takes time to under-
stand. It requires more than temporary, emergency contacts.
Consultation and guidance, however, is part of every request
made. It enters into the mutual exploration of the veteran's
situation. It involves all of the lnterrelatedness of fac-
tors in his problem and needs. It requires an acceptance of
the veteran irregardless of the factors In his situation.
Consultation here is a part of the understanding of
the veteran's problems for the purpose of referral or for the
extending of other services to him. It is not vocational
guidance, psychiatric treatment, specific service with budg-
eting and financial management, nor specialized family or
marital service. It is the process of helping the veteran
<
to see the real nature of his situation and to accept the
best possible means for improving this for his own satis-
faction. The objective is always toward self-maintenance
and toward a more wholesome, satisfying adjustment in all
areas. It is a long-time adjustive process. Home Service is
able to assist only briefly in this continual process.
Consultation and guidance service was given specifical-
ly in twenty-one of the forty-five cases under study. In
nine cases the service was rendered mainly in connection with
problems of marital discord and friction; in seven cases the
service was rendered in connection with anxieties and prob-
lems concerning mental illness of the veteran; in three cases
consultation service was rendered in connection with problems
of family relationships, and in the remaining two cases the
service was given in connection with financial management and
vocational planning, housing, adoption, and personality prob-
lems.
The extent to ^hich this consultation and guidance
service could be used varied greatly. The intellectual ca-
pacity of the veterans and their dependents prevented some
of them from using this service fully. The results of this
service are, in many ways, intangible. There have been de-
finite indications in fourteen cases, however, of decided
help derived from this service, even though the fundamental
problem continues. These were seen in verbal expressions of
helpfulness by the veterans and their relatives, in evi-
(
dences in the attitudes and approach of the veterans, in
their acceptance of further help, in their relationships
with the agency and with others, and in particular instances
of relief from certain anxieties.
Assistance with Claims and Benefits
The remaining three services extended to veterans by
Home Service include assistance in the presentation and pro-
cessing of claims for government benefits, information con-
cerning government regulations, legislation, and community
resources, and reporting and communication service. These
three services have been extended and used by the forty-five
veterans only in addition to the other three services just
described.
In twenty-two of the forty-five cases assistance with
claims for government benefits was given. In the remaining
twenty-three cases there was either no disability or no need
for extending this particular service. Assistance with
claims consists in giving information about procedure and
regulations, in filling out forms, in submitting evidence in
substantiation of the claim, in clarification of the exist-
ing claim status, and in int erpretation of the decisions made
by the Veteran's Administration. In extending this service
to twenty-two veterans consultation service was rendered in
connection with the veteran's claim in eighteen cases. This
was not needed in four cases. Interpretation of the dis-

ability and the rating given in its relationship to the im-
mediate situation of these veterans was needed and helpful.
This was particularly necessary since the disability award
is not rated according to the veteran's total needs at any
particular time, nor is it given according to the veteran's
ability to use this money wisely. Consultation service in
conjunction with claims service was needed in these cases
since the veteran's attitudes toward his disability were re-
flected in his attitudes toward his claim. A few of the
veterans here objected to receiving any award for disability
since they could not accept the existence of their disabili-
ty and the implications of their illness, even though en-
titled to this award and to the amount of financial security
which it could provide them and their dependents. The
majority of these veterans, however, objected to the small
amount of compensation awarded them or objected to the dis-
continuance of this award when their illness improved.
Through consultation service these veterans were helped to
focus upon being well rather than upon obtaining a fixed at-
titude of dependency upon the compensation. This was at-
tempted in these cases through encouragement toward medical
care and psychiatric treatment and toward training and em-
ployment. This was attempted, not only in direct relation-
ship with these veterans, but in relationship with the veter-
an's dependents in the majority of cases.
<J
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Information Service
Information service has been given in thirty- seven of
the forty-five cases. This service is part of the process of
extending financial assistance, referral service, consulta-
tion and guidance, and assistance with claims. It is dif-
ficult to evaluate this service separate from the other ser-
vices given. It is indispensable for carrying out the other
functions adequately.
Reporting and Communication Service
Reporting and communication service was rendered to
twenty-two of the forty-five veterans. This service Includes
social histories, home conditions reports, and health and
welfare reports concerning a veteran or his family. This re-
porting service was helpful to these veterans in cooperation
with the Veteran's Administration, with various Red Cross
chapters and representatives, and with community agencies who
were interested in the veteran's welfare. It Is the purpose
in extending reporting and communication service to help, not
hinder, the veteran. No reports which were in the nature of
an investigation were given, this being the function of local
community investigating agencies and not the purpose of Home
Service. The understanding of the total situation and prob-
lems and needs of these veterans, obtained through the ren-
dering of other services, made it possible to evaluate the
helpfulness and expediency of reports sent, as well as making
I
the information contained in these reports of more value.
Summary
The purpose, the policies, and the functions of Home
Service have been described. The intent in the rendering of
services is the fulfillment of these objectives by assisting
the veterans in meeting their needs arising out of service,
during their first period of adjustment from military to
civilian life, and when such services are not provided by
community facilities. This means that Home Service is or-
ganized as a referral agency, basically, meeting only tempo-
rary and emergency needs.
It was found in the study of the six services rendered
to these forty-five veterans that these services were needed
and that the veterans and their dependents were not able to
cope with their problems independently. It was found, how-
ever, that their problems and needs did not arise specifi-
cally from service experiences. In most cases it was a con-
tinued maladjustment existing prior to their period in ser-
vice, or it was an accentuation of previous instabilities,
aggravated by their separation from home and family, by mili-
tary life, and by experiences upon their return home. It
was also seen that over half of the veterans had been dis-
charged from service more than a year prior to their first
ap lication for service. Few were in their early period of
adjustment from military life.

It was also seen that in the rendering of services to
these veterans financial assistance and other services were
extended by Home Service in the majority of cases because of
the lacks and the inadequacies of community facilities. This
revealed several problems and difficulties, seen specifically
in the rendering of financial assistance by Home Service, an
agency set-up to meet only temporary, emergency needs and
whose purpose it is to establish the veteran as a civilian
in the community as soon as possible.
First, it was pointed out that difficulties resulted
from the supplementation of Inadequate benefits and resources
of the veterans. It was seen that the majority of requests
for financial assistance resulted from inadequate benefits,
not based on total needs; from long delays in the receipt of
benefits, and from inadequate coverage for certain situations
and needs. Such supplementation over a period of time in-
dicates continued needs and community responsibility for
meeting these needs.
Secondly, it was pointed out that difficulties re-
sulted from meeting, temporarily, situations involving con-
tinued needs, financial or other, leaving the veterans and
their dependents with the same pressures and anxieties and
with the same unmet needs after the withdrawal of this tempo-
rary service. In the twenty-six cases where financial as-
sistance was extended there were only four cases where there
was no. indication of continuing needs. It was seen that the
<
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problems and needs of seventeen of the twenty-six veterans
receiving financial assistance were responsibilities of public
welfare and that seven were seen as family service cases. Re-
ferral could not be made due to the lack of, and the inade-
quacies of, community facilities.
Thirdly, it was pointed out that difficulties resulted
from extending temporary, emergency service in dealing with
problems complicated by so many factors and which basically
indicated the need of specialized services in medical, psy-
chiatric, and social treatment as well as other special ser-
vices in the field of employment, vocational advisement, and
vocational rehabilitation. It has been seen that Home Service
is not organized to handle problems of such a nature other
than superficially and briefly.
Fourthly, it was pointed out that community responsi-
bility is not fostered if assumed directly by Home Service.
It poses problems for Home Service as an agency in the com-
munity. The needs of veterans during their early period of
adjustment are fundamentally the responsibility of Home
Service. Eeyond this, the needs of veterans are fundamental-
ly responsibilities of the veterans and of the community. It
was seen that, where no referral could be made, upon the with-
drawal of services after the temporary period immediate needs
continued to be unmet, the underlying problems still required
some specialized treatment and help, and the responsibility
of the community was still lacking. The short-time, emergency

service extended by Home Service to these veterans was seen
to be more helpful when it was part of a well-defined plan
for meeting continued needs, or where the need was only brief
and transitory, which existed in only four of the cases where
financial assistance was given.
It was seen that the extent to which financial, re-
ferral, and other services met the needs of these veterans
was mainly brief and superficial. This was indicated by the
purpose of the agency as a referral agency, meeting only
emergency needs directly. The results in the extending of
financial assistance showed that eleven veterans were tempo-
rarily relieved of immediate pressures and needs, seven were
aided with their basic problem and strengthened in their re-
lationships, and eight veterans were riven services which were
unconstructive and harmful. The value in giving brief, emer-
gency service here is seen in the ability to give quick, early
assistance where necessary and helpful, combined with an un-
derstanding and diagnosis of the total and basic problem and
with an evaluation of the strengths and the limitations in
the veteran's situation and abilities.
The way in which the services were rendered was more
particularly helpful. The approach was seen to be, in most
cases, to the veteran as an individual, with focus on his
real underlying problem, on his strengths and limitations
for meeting this problem, and upon his understanding and
acceptance of his real problem and situation. The extend-
•!
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ing of referral service and of consultation and guidance
an integral part of all services was found to be of most
value in the rendering of services to these veterans.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It has been seen that this study represents, in gen-
eral, a group of young veterans. Many of them are married
with family responsibilities. The majority is unemployed,
with little training or work experience, complicated by con-
siderably long periods of service, and by physical and psy-
chiatric disabilities. Upon examination of the situations
of this group of veterans, it was found that the basic, un-
derlying problems lay mainly within the veterans themselves;
seventy-five per cent of the problems consisted of emotional
disorders, difficulties in interpersonal relationships, or
some mental, physical, and personality Inadequacies, while
fifteen per cent of the veterans had physical disabilities
which was the most handicapping problem for them. Only ten
per cent were found to have problems outside of the veterans
themselves which were causing the main difficulty. The na-
ture of these basic, underlying problems has indicated the
need for psychiatric and social treatment for a large num-
ber of these veterans as well as for medical care for a
smaller number. The majority of the veterans had immediate
problems around their unemployment and financial insecurity,
around their mental and physical disabilities, and around
their personal and family relationships, as a result of their
fundamental difficulty. The need for work and money, and for

guidance and help in their relationships was predominant
in the situations of these veterans.
About one-fourth of the veterans were severely and
more permanently handicapped by their problems. However, a
slightly larger number was found to be handicapped very lit-
tle in their total adjustment. It was noted that for only a
very few did the problems of the veterans become handicap-
ping during service.
The study of the veterans also showed that the major-
ity was unable to see and accept their real underlying prob-
lem and that, in addition, over half of them did not have
the physical, mental, or personality strengths necessary to
meet the particular problems with which they were faced.
With this understanding of the problems and needs,
of the attitudes, and of the strengths of these veterans who
made requests to the agency for service, an examination of
the purpose and policies, of the functions and services, and
of the philosophy and approach to the veteran by Home Service
was made, in an effort to determine to what extent and in
what way this agency is meeting the real needs of the veter-
an.
The purpose of the agency in rendering service to
veterans is to assist them in meeting those needs which a-
rlse out of service and to assist them in making the adjust-
ment from military to civilian life as soon as possible. It
is the policy not to duplicate services already available in

the community, but rather to make help available to the vet-
eran through the use of all local facilities and to encour-
age the development of community understanding and resources
where needed. The Home Service Department of the American
National Red Gross is therefore seen to be organized to meet
temporary, emergency needs only, and is basically a referral
agency. Besides referral service, Home Service extends fi-
nancial assistance, consultation and guidance with personal
and family problems, assistance with claims for benefits,
information, and reporting and communication services.
It was found that these services were needed by these
veterans in their situations. However, it was not found
that the needs of these veterans arose specifically as a re-
sult of their period in service, nor was it found that the
majority of the veterans had been recently discharged from
service and was making their adjustment from military life.
It was seen, rather, that the problems and maladjustments of
these veterans were continued maladjustments and instabilities
existing prior to service in most cases.
Service was rendered to these veterans in most cases
due to the lack of community facilities. It was seen that
this presented difficulties in relation to meeting continued
needs, indicated by the nature of the problems and needs of
these veterans and by the purpose and organization of Home
Service for meeting only temporary, emergency needs during
the veteran's early adjustment. It was seen that, although

many of the veterans and their dependents were assisted
temporarily, easing some of their immediate pressures and
anxieties, for several others this kind of emergency, tempo-
rary assistance proved more harmful than helpful. Because
of the nature of the basic problems of these veterans, spe-
cialized and continued assistance is needed which must be
provided by, and is a responsibility of, the community. It
was pointed out, in relation to this, that responsibility
by the community or by the veteran is not fostered if it is
assumed directly by Home Service and presents problems for
Home Service as an agency in the community.
The extent to which these services met the needs of
these veterans directly was found to be brief and super-
ficial. Through the focus on the basic problems and the to-
tal situation of these veterans, more specific help was given
toward clarifying their real problems and needs in most cases.
Of particular value was the ability for giving quick and
early help when it was needed. The approach to these veter-
ans as individuals with rights and responsibilities, as well
as problems, was found to be the most helpful aspect in the
rendering of services to these veterans.
It is felt from this study of the services rendered
to veterans by Home Service that the basic principles and
policies of this agency pre sound and that they are helpful,
in the combination of services, to the needs of veterans
during their early period of adjustment immediately following
•#
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discharge from service. The problems and difficulties which
arose in rendering services to these veterans under study oc-
curred when there were deviations from the purpose for which
the agency is organized. It is felt that the philosophy
and approach of Home Service to veterans is basically good.
How well this is discharged through its representatives would
require special study. The use of Home Service as a diagnos-
tic referring agency for veterans would appear to have more
value toward meeting the needs of veterans than any other
aspect of service rendered.
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean
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APPENDIX
COPY OF SCHEDULE
Number I.
IDENTIFYING DATA
AGE
SEX
MARITAL STATUS
NUMBER OF CHILDREN
HOUSEHOLD SET-UP
OCCUPATION
ECONOMIC STATUS
at time of application
HEALTH
physical
emotional
PERSONALITY
27
Male
MarriedM minor)
Housing project - with wife
and k children
Painter
Partially dependent - pension
only
Partially disabling - kidney
and prostate gland condition
Good
Well adjusted, stable, well
liked
SERVICE DATA
Date of first enlistment
Date of first discharge
Length of time in service
Length of time from dis-
charge to date of ap-
plication
Organization
Type of discharge
Status of claim""
Rank at discharge
APPLICATION TO RED CROSS
Unknown
7-t-*5
2 years
1 year, 3 months
Army
Honorable - C. D. D.
Adjudicated - receiving kO<fo
disability
Pvt.
Date of application
Date case closed
Length of time active
Source of application
Request at application
10-9-M)
1-10-^7
3 months
Other agency - Veteran's Ser-
vice Center
Financial assistance pending
unemployment compensation - for
basic maintenance
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Subsequent requests
Previous applications to
Red Cross
Previous application
other agencies
PROBLEMS SEEN BY WORKER
Financial
Employment
Health
PROBLEMS SEEN BY VETERAN
Financial
FACTORS INFLUENCING PROBLEM
REASON FOR MAKING REQUEST
PERSON MAKING REQUEST
REASON FOR APPLICATION TO
RED CROSS
PROBLEMS
Financial
present income
average income since
discharge
None
By wife - 10-29-1*4 furlough-
illness
12-29-Ml- financial assistance
2-7-14-5
None
financial assistance
(unable to manage on
allotment)
Poor management of finances
irregularities and changes of
economic status
financial need for basic main-
tenance
Partial unemployability due
to health
Possible adjustment to other
type of employment than that
trained for.
Continued treatment for medical
needs - physical disability
Due to health which is basis
for unemployment
Health and poor management of
finances
Hospitalization of veteran
Lack of employment
Lack of sufficient funds to
meet basic needs
Wife
Referred due to status - as a
veteran - as disabled
|*KL from disability pension
$200 month - irregular from
wages and pension
i
Income prior to service $3^0 month - from wages
income of family during
service $120 month - from family al-
lotment
estimated, future income $30 month - unemployment com
pensation
$kl month - disability pension
standard of living on par with income from past wages
Employment
present
Length of time unemployed
at time of application
Past employment
Service
Prior to service
Reason for unemployment
None
2 week s
Painter - 1 yr. 2 months ob-
tained 3 weeks affer dis-
charge. Loss of 25$ of time
due to health
2 years
Painter - employed regularly
Health
Health
Hospitalization in service
Hospitalization twice since discharge
Receiving out-patient treatment irregularly since dis-
charge
Recommendation for further hospital treatment for the
future
Nature of condition - kidney removed
kidney and prostate gland in-
fection
chronic and disabling
personality and emotional adjustment
good
good
good
stable, mature
Problems 0
Family relationships
Social relationships
Business relationships
Emotional status
RED GROSS SERVICES
Financial Assistance
Establishing eligibility
to Red Cross
on permissive basis - if funds are available by the
agency
1. veteran disabled
2. veteran not eligible or accepted for assistance
by any other local agency
3. assistance while veteran is being rehabilitated
for work
I
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not strictly eligible on basis:
1. claim adjudicated and pension being received
2. pending decision for unemployment compensation
due to loss of employment
process of acceptance
proof of discharge
use of applicant's own statement regarding above
factors
accepted as eligible pending further exploration
Establishing Need
Statement of Resources
Community resources - none available for
basic maintenance needs
Personal resources
physical disability handicapping
no savings, bonds, insurance, etc.
relatives unable to assist
only income - monthly pension
Statement of Expenses - applicant's statement
Granting of Financial Assistance
Budgeting
Basic Maintenance Items
Food §67 month
Utilities 11.70
Rent 30.00
Insurance k-. 6g
Fuel
Clothing
Household supplies
Medical supplies
Personal needs
Miscellaneous
Special Needs
Medical and hospital
Transportation
Back bills
Use of Standard Budget for food
all other items on the basis of
actual expense given
met by Red Cross
met by Red Cross
met by veteran
met by veteran
previously obtained
by veteran
not met
not met
met by veteran
not met
not met
met by Veteran's
Administration
met by veteran
not met
the
Decision for use of own income left with veteran
Items not met are not included due to temporary purpose
of agency - short term plan of assistance
no use of standard monthly budget
Emergency assistance given on first contact for food
for one week
I
Plan to keep within future estimated
income - assistance given $67/mo.
estimated future income |l2l/mo.
How financial assistance is given
by check to family for food
by check to companies for
other bills
given on basis of loan due to
expected benefits to cover
period when assistance is
being given
when benefits are received,
changed to grant on basis of:
certain needs not met
during period
back bills
irregularity of receipt
of unemployment com-
pensation
Insecurity of veteran's
future ability to sup-
plement benefits
consideration of past
standard of living and
adjustment to lowered
income
discussion of these factors
with veteran
attitude of veteran to-
ward loan - always
considered as grant
attitude toward repay-
ment - no plans
financial assistance given in-
dependent of his decision on
other problems
responsibility left with veter-
an as to how money given is
used
assistance given until other re-
sources received to meet needs
COUNSELLING AND GUIDANCE
Semi-monthly interviews with wife to discuss
budgeting and planning expenditure of money
Focus on adjustment from past income to present
and future income to manage within resources
1i
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Three interviews with veteran for discussion
of medical treatment and employment possibili-
ties
connected with the use of the Veteran's
Administration and U. S. E. S. by the veteran
contact with these agencies for recommend-
ations and cooperation
Initiative taken by worker with little active
participation by veteran or wife
Time and arrangements for interviews unplanned
REFERRAL SERVICE
None given veteran referred to Veteran's
Administration for medical
treatment prior to application
to Red Cross
veteran made application for Un-
employment Compensation inde-
pendently upon discharge from
hospital
ASSISTANCE WITH BENEFITS AND CLAIMS
discussion with veteran about procedure
contact with medical authorities for recommend-
ations and clarification of medical status in
connection with disability award
INFORMATION
no service requested
REPORTING
no service requested or Indicated
PROBLEMS MET BY RED CROSS
financial directly for part of basic main-
tenance
health indirectly through counselling
and encouragement
employment indirectly through focus on phy-
sical rehabilitation
PROBLEMS MET BY VETERAN
financial for part of basic maintenance
needs
employment initiative in looking for, and
obtaining, occasional jobs
health final acceptance of continued
' medical treatment and hospital-
ization
1
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PROBLEMS MET BY OTHER AGENCIES OR RESOURCES
health through Veteran's Administration
benefits
financial through Veteran's Administration
benefits
ATTITUDE TOWARD OWN PROBLEM
little initiative in working out problems with
agency
considered reason for eligibility for financial
assistance as right due him because of his
physical disability which is handicapping, and
because of his status as a veteran
accepted the need for continued medical care
main desire for return to work and independent
maintenance
RESULTS OF SERVICE
financial pressures lessened
concentrated effort toward correct diagnosis
of physical condition and further treatment
accepted by veteran
no improvement in management of finances
no change in employment status without further
physical rehabilitation
case closed on basis:
unemployment compensation benefits re-
ceived to meet needs
veteran arranging for continued medical
care with the Veteran's Administration
no participation by veteran and his wife
for continued assistance in financial
management of expenditures
II
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COPY OF SCHEDULE
Number II
IDENTIFYING- DATA
Age
Sex
Marital Status
Number of Children
Household Set-Up
Occupation
Economic Status
at time of application
Health
physical
27
Male
Married - wife overseas
None
Room in boarding house- alone
None
Dependent
Fair - hearing disability-
fungus
underweight
emotional
Personality
Heredity
Poor - disabling
Unstable, poorly adjusted -
disabling
Mental breakdown - mother
Adverse family history
SERVICE DATA
Date of first enlistment
Date of first discharge
Organization
Type of discharge
Date of second enlistment
Date of second discharge
Organization
Type of discharge
Total length of time in
service
Length of time from dis-
charge to date of appli-
cation
Status of claim
Rank at discharge
APPLICATION TO RED CROSS
3-1-40
5- 45
Army
Honorable - service points
2- 46
g-2-46
Army
H0norable - CD. D.
5 years, 3 months
19 days
Pending adjudication
Pvt.
Date of application g- 21-46
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Date case closed.
Length of time active
Source of application
Request at application
Subsequent recuests
Previous application to
Red. Gross
Previous applications to
other agencies
12-2^6
h-k months
Red Cross in army hospital
Personal application by veter-
an
Location of wife overseas
Financial assistance for basic
maintenance and insurance
pending receipt of subsis-
tence allowance while attend-
ing school under the G- I Bill
of Rights
By veteran on welfare
report on mother due to
anxiety over family relation-
ships, (during service)
None
PROBLEMS SEEN BY WORKER
Financial
Employment
Health
Personality adjustment
and relationships
PROBLEMS SEEN BY VETERAN
Financial
Marital
FACTORS INFLUENCING PROBLEM
Long period in service
Lack of income for basic
maintenance
Poor management and judgement
in expenditure of money
Partially unemployable due to
personality maladjustment
and lack of training and
skill
Hearing disorder, fungus of
emotional basis
Emotional and personality
maladjustment
Marital - separation from wife
overseas
Poor relationships with mother
and others
Need, for basic maintenance
and personal needs
Location of wife overseas

Lack of training and skill in employment
Unstable family relationships
Serious personality maladjustment
REASON FOR MAKING REQUESTS
Desire to clarify his marital situation
Attendance at school with no income
PERSON MAKING REQUEST
REASON FOR APPLICATION TO
RED CROSS
PROBLEMS
Financial
Present income
Income since discharge
Income prior to service
Estimated future income
Veteran
Contact with Red Cross in
service and direct referral
from Red Cross at army hos-
pital for location of wife
None
Army pay at discharge
Cashed war bonds
Low, irregular wages from
odd jobs and C.C.C. 'camp
$65 monthly subsistence al-
lowance during school
Desire and attempt for standard of living above
future or past personal income
Employment
Present
Length of time unemploy-
ed at time of applica-
tion
Past employment
Service
Reason for unemployment
None
19 days (time since discharge)
Variety of occupations at-
tempted of short duration
5 years, £ months
Lack of training
Instability of interests and
lack of direction
Interests and desires un-
realistic to abilities,
training, and personality
strengths
Personal and emotional in-
stability
Health
Hospitalization in service for hearing, fungus, and
113
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psychon euros is - 2 months
Irregular out-patient treatment since discharge for
fungus
No recommendations by army hospital for continued
treatment after discharge
Personality adjustments and relationships
Homosexual activities prior to first enlistment
during second enlistment
leading to discharge
Family relationships and background - destructive ex-
periences, anxieties and con-
flicts about mother, and an-
tagonisms toward all relatives
Poor relationships and adjustments socially
Immature activities and be-
havior
constructive recreational
contacts with Legion organi-
zations
marriage overseas to Chinese
girl of one month's ac-
quaintance
hospitalization immediately
after marriage with no
further contact
changeable, lacking in judge-
ment, distrustful, immature
poor, lack of maturity, sen-
sitive, quick-tempered
Marital status insecure
Emotional instability
Work relationships
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RED CROSS SERVICES
Financial Assistance
Establishing eligibility to Red Cross
On mandatory basis
1. disabled veteran awaiting adjudi-
cation of claim for disability bene-
fits
2. disabled veteran attending school and
awaiting receipt of subsistence al-
lowance
3. disabled veteran during transitional
period of adjustment immediately
upon discharge
Process of acceptance
proof of discharge
proof of acceptance in school
(responsibility with veteran to
submit these)
(I
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Establishing; Need
Statement of Resources
Community resources
Personal resources
Statement of Expenses
Granting of financial assistance
Budgeting
Basic Maintenance items
food
rent
insurance
clothing
personal needs
Special Needs
transportation
debts
none available for
basic maintenance
needs
no savings, in-
surances, war
bonds cashed, army
pay is mustering
out pay used at
first discharge
no assistance
from relatives due
to family rela-
tionships
veteran's state-
ment
met by Red Cross
met partly by Red
Cross and by
veteran
met by veteran
not met
not met
met. by Red Cross
not met
Use of veteran's statement of expenses for
basic maintenance needs
Special importance of clothing, insurance,
and personal and recreational needs to the
veteran
Decision of use of own income taken by veter-
an without participation with agency
Emergency assistance for food and transporta-
tion given on first contact
Focus toward keeping within future estimated
income with readjustments as expenses change
Reduction in amount of assistance given to-
ward room and board with responsibility left
partially with veteran
no income to meet this need
financial pressure resulting in veteran
leaving school to app}.y for work and
unemployment compensation
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How financial assistance is given
cash directly to veteran - responsibility
for payment of expenses left with veteran
given on basis of loan due to benefits ex-
pected to cover this period during attend-
ance at school
when benefits received changed partly to
grant on basis of:
needs unmet by Red Cross
debts to friends
need for future funds pending re-
ceipt of work or unemployment com-
pensation
consideration of veteran's future
needs and instability
discussion of these factors with veteran
attitude of veteran toward loan -
always considered as a loan
attitude toward repayment - strong
sense of responsibility and desire
for repayment
financial assistance given independent of
veteran's decisions on his other problems
assistance given until resources received to
meet his needs - given one month after
leaving school
COUNSELLING- AND GUIDANCE
Weekly interviews in office to obtain financial assistance
Use of interviews to point out and clarify emotional
and personality problems
Referral to psychiatrist for further help
Use of interviews to point out difficulties in finan-
cial management
Use of interviews for discussion of employment interests
and abilities; of marital situation; family relation-
ships, and of medical care.
Focus on direction toward psychiatric treatment as basic
problem
Initiative taken by veteran for obtaining financial assist-
ance and for discussion of personal problems
Time and arrangement of interviews planned
REFERRAL SERVICE
Referral to Legal Aid
Referral to Red Cross Field
tion
for marital situation
for back debts
Director, Veteran's Administra-
for adjudication of claim for
pension
4
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Referral to Veteran's Administration
for adjustment and informa-
tion on insurance
Referral to U. S. E. S. for employment
for unemployment compensation
Referral to psychiatrist (not accepted)
ASSISTANCE WITH BENEFITS AND CLAIMS
Discussion with veteran about procedures
Claim folder reviewed for processing of claim ap-
plication
for expediting receipt of
subsistence checks
Cooperation with Training Officer, Veteran's Administration
regarding training
INFORMATION
Regarding other agencies services
REPORTING
No service Indicated or requested
COMMUNICATIONS
With International Red Cross for location of wife
PROBLEMS MET BY RED CROSS
Financial directly for part of basic
maintenance needs
Employment indirectly through counselling
clarification of training
and abilities
focus on psychiatric treatment
PROBLEMS MET BY VETERAN
Financial for part of basic maintenance
needs
Employment initiative in looking for and
obtaining occasional odd jobs
PROBLEMS MET BY OTHER AGENCIES AND MEANS
Financial subsistence checks from
Veteran's Administration
Employment through Veteran's Administra-
tion benefits for schooling

and training - given op-
portunity for training for
Fork
ATTITUDE TOWARD OWN PROBLEMS
Development of confidence and working relationship with
agency
Acceptance of own responsibility toward problems
Participation in all plans and contacts made
Understanding of problems as mainly eraplojnnent situation
causing lack of financial resources
Development of understanding of emotional and personality
difficulties in relation to financial, employment, and
social and family problems
Desire to deal with this independently v/ithout help
Main desire to obtain work and independent maintenance
RESULTS OF SERVICES
Financial pressures lessened partially
personal financial needs unmet
reduction of financial assistance re-
sulting in discontinuance of training
Focus on emotional and personality led to better under-
standing by veteran of basic problems and use of confid-
ence and better relationships
No Improvement in financial Judgement, training for em-
ployment, and personality stability
Case closed on basis of:
subsistence checks received and im-
mediate financial needs met - ap-
plications for unemployment compen-
sation pending
referral for psychiatric treatment not
acceptable to veteran
initiative for further discussion of
problems left with veteran for future
1
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